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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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BACKGROUND

The Government of India and its regulatory bodies

attributed to the fact that equity and equity-oriented

household savings into the capital market. They have

Equities are burdensome because of their inherent

have long understood the importance of channeling

continued to support Mutual Funds as a means to
generate wealth for individuals as well as provide a

stable source of capital market funds for sustained

economic growth. Yet, despite demonstrating efficient
long-term wealth creation, retail penetration in mutual
funds has not reached its full potential in india.

mutual funds can be an emotionally taxing asset class.
volatility, triggering emotions like greed and fear that

investors often succumb to in the short-term and acts

in ways detrimental to their long-term interest. This
retail investor phenomenon is as old as stock markets

themselves and has been regularly observed across
the globe.

Since the global financial crisis of 2008, the country’s

The regulator in fact - is presented with an enormous

Board of India (SEBI) has sought to place greater

accommodate these emotionally-driven investment

capital markets regulator Securities and Exchange

emphasis on financial transparency with the objective
of protecting investors’ financial interests. Many well-

intentioned regulations are not achieving the desired

challenge. On the one hand, it must anticipate and

behavior patterns, and on the other hand it must also
nurture the Indian mutual fund industry.

response from the retail investors, which can be

OBJECTIVES

This “Indian Mutual Fund Investor’s Awareness
Study” uses a behavioral science lens to understand
the reasons why the Indian investor has a sub-optimal

engagement with Mutual Funds (MFs), despite the fact

that they are one of the most attractive investment
avenues available for long-term wealth creation.
Specifically, the study aims to improve retail
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penetration in Indian MFs by understanding the:

Quality of awareness among potential and existing
investors

Barriers to engaging with mutual funds and the role
of regulations

Role of communication and intermediaries in

influencing decisions related to investment in
mutual funds

INVESTOR
JOURNEY

This Study’s Approach

Engagement Gap

In order to address these primary objectives, this

The study found that the single biggest determinant

qualitative data, with our qualitative observations,

investor’s mindset - a function of the relationship

study synthesizes and integrates our quantitative and

to gain valuable insights into the emotional journey
of an investor. The journey begins with those who
do not engage with mutual funds, includes several

intermediary stages, and spans all the way to those
more savvy investors who are aware of the industry’s

fees and cost structure. At each stage we: categorize
the investor’s awareness of mutual funds; identify
potential barriers that exist; and offer solutions that

industry stakeholders can take to help the investor
overcome those barriers.

of investor engagement with mutual funds is the
between investor’s (a) current income and (b) current
aspirations. The result is either a “deficit” of “surplus”

mindset. A deficit mindset is determined, not by
absolute income, but rather by an income lower than

what is required to satisfy the investor’s immediate
aspirations. Those in a deficit mindset find it difficult
to engage with mutual funds as a long-term savings

instrument because they think that mutual funds
are a “rich man’s product” (that they have finacially

not reached there yet). They therefore dedicate their

cognitive effort to achieving unfulfilled, short-term
aspirations (i.e. car, vacation, house, etc.) and are

less concerned about building long-term wealth (i.e.
Our target audience for this study, 3.7 million
Indian tax payers, was defined by those who filed
their returns and paid income tax. To investigate
how the Indian investor engages with mutual
funds, this study employed two research methods:

A

a quantitative questionnaire study administered
to 1,107 investors as well as potential investors,
to determine a baseline of investor behaviour and
preferences.

B

a qualitative study - EthnoLabTM (Final Mile
Consulting’s proprietary research tool) that
placed 117 respondents in real-life investment
contexts by virtue of participating in an online
game, and then conducted 48 in-depth one-to-one
interviews while these respondents were still in a
decision making “hot-state.’
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Cognitive Biases & Risk Perceptions
retirement, etc.). There are, however, specific events

However, due to a number of cognitive biases, both

at mutual funds, some of which align with their goals

funds make a less than fair assessment. For example,

that “nudge” these deficit - minded investors to look
of short-term gains such as tax savings, and some that
help them break out of their short-term focus, like in
the event of the birth of a child.

On the other hand, people in the surplus mindset,

whose disposable incomes are greater than their
aspirations, also experience a barrier to engagement:

unfamiliarity. Mutual funds are a less familiar
product to the average Indian investor, who shows

a preference for more familiar products (familiarity
heuristic). Surplus-minded investors are typically at

a stage where they are satiated with more traditional
investments and find mutual funds relevant, but must
still overcome their unfamiliarity.

of these segments that intend to engage with mutual

people evaluate less familiar products as riskier,
thereby attributing unfair risk perceptions to mutual

funds. In the context of an investor who is mostly

engaging with familiar products like Fixed Deposits
(FD), the comparison of risk is often unfavorable for

mutual funds since their perception of risk from FD
is practically nothing (with an average return of 8
%). This unfair reference point causes unusually
high expectations of returns from mutual funds to

compensate for perceived risk and higher cognitive

effort. In addition choice overload and a number of
product attributes that investors are not familiar with

leads them astray by causing them to over-simplify the

decision making to one attribute that they understand

- returns, thus often leading to sub-optimal choices.
On the other had people who do enter the category are
victims of cognitive biases. As explained by prospect

theory paper people experience the pain from losses
as almost double the joy from equal gains. So each
time they go through a loss, it requires almost twice

the amount of gains to offset the negative feelings
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associated with this loss. Hence, in a fluctuating market,

products carry higher risk and may not be suitable for

jumping out of the category before the benefits of the

towards mutual funds, even though they have high

these investors find the pain of losses unbearable,

asset class become visible. This is compounded by the
fact that choice of mutual funds is often made based

all kinds of investors. Yet, some investors still gravitate
volatility like small cap or mid cap funds.

on good, past performance. Naturally, high return

Advice Gap
A significant challenge to deepening this engagement

considerations. This has happened due to both supply

of the industry: product features, product choices, and

of advisory services, the earlier explained cognitive

among mutual fund investors is the cognitive overload
procedural uncertainties. As a means to cope with

these high cognitive demands, many investors either
limit their engagement with mutual funds or seek

out a professional advisor/ distributor. The difference

between those who seek advice and who dont among
Mutual Fund Investors represents the advice gap.

The study identified a significant advice gap, whereby

most new investors did not have access to advisory
services due to structural as well as practical

side and demand side constraints. In the absence

biases play a significant role both in preventing entry
into the asset class as well as in making sub-optimal

choices when deciding to invest in the category. These
biases also drive entry and exit from the assets at the

wrong times, thereby having a negative perception of

the ability of this asset class to generate wealth. This
causes to a subset of investors to withdraw completely
from the asset class, since they are unable to cope with
some of the inherent characteristics of the asset class.

9
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Advice is Implicit
The most important role that the financial advisor
assume in their relationship with the investor is to
compensate for these biases. Our study revealed that

the investor is acutely aware of his skill gap throughout

the entire process of articulating financial goals and
choosing the appropriate financial products, from

the overwhelming available choices, which causes the
investor to heavily rely on the advisor/ distributor to
help both choose mutual funds as well as complete
transactions. Although choosing (advising) and

same service. Consequently, from the investor’s point

of view, advice is implicit in the investor-advisor/
distributor relationship. Moreover, this relationship
is primarily based on ‘affective(emotional) trust,’#

and is not based on cognitive trust. This explains why,

in our study, when outcomes were not in line with
investor expectations, investors were disappointed in

the product or asset class and rather than with their
advisor/ distributor.

transacting (distribution) are two separate actions,
the investor considers both steps to be a part of the

Willing to Compensate, Unwilling to Pay
The study also examined the willingness of investors to

Preference for advisory services to choose mutual

the investment decision-making context; quantitative

the popularity of investing through an advisor/

pay for advisory services. In a ‘cold’ state (when not in

research) an overwhelming majority of investors
preferred to invest directly (cheaper option) rather

distributor as opposed to investing directly.

than invest with their advisor/ distributor. In a ‘hot’

The investor is aware that the advisor distributor

qualitative

still willing to compensate the advisor distributor

state (when in investment decision-making context;

research) their preferences reversed

and an overwhelming majority chose to retain their

10

funds in the context of market uncertainty explains

advisor/ distributor and compensate for his services.

receives compensation from his investments and is
for his services, but is not aware of the specifics of
the fee structure. The investor’s mental model is that

*non-embedded refers to products in which there are no built-in distribution costs that the investor needs to pay; embedded fees, on the other hand, include built-in distribution costs.
# Refer Page 86

INVESTOR
JOURNEY

AMCs are sharing their profits with distributors. One

not embedded - and presented as two fees: advisor

it eleminates the cognitive dissonance associated

shifts from ‘zero’ to a more salient amount. This shift

advantage of this mental model for investors is that

with fee negotiation from negatively impacting the
‘affective trust’# relationship between the investor

and distributor. This explains the preference for
embedded products* among retail investors in spite
of the availability of the cheaper, direct investment
option since January 2013.

However, when the framing of this fee was changed,

and it was presented as a separate fee to be paid,
isolated from the original mutual fund investment

amount, the investor’s willingness to pay dropped

in reference point - from ‘zero’ to a salient amount creates dissonance, making the loss seem larger than

it is when linked to the total amount being invested,

and hence, an unwillingness to pay separately. The
unwillingness to pay is compounded by the fact that

advice is a credence good, a service whose value is
difficult to judge even after experiencing it. Investors

find it difficult to arrive at a fair price for advisory
services.

dramatically, even in the ‘hot state’.

The

theory, which states that people value things not in

surplus) and based on significant life events that

Unwillingness to pay may be explained by prospect
absolute terms, but rather in terms of gains or losses
from a reference point. When fees are embedded - and

presented as a bundle with overall cost - the investor
considers the advisor fee to be ‘zero.’ When fees are
The mapping of the mutual fund investor’s
journey – even in its infancy – has significant
implications on mutual fund engagement and
decision-making, in addition to long-term wealth

and investment - the reference point for advisor fee

creation. As authors of this study, our hope is
that we have brought the investor’s perspective
of mutual fund industry stakeholders to the
forefront. This perspective underscores some of

study

recommends

addressing

investors

differently depending on their mindset (deficit vs.
draw investors to evaluate mutual funds as a viable

investment option. Again, this is not rooted solely as

a function of income, but as the difference between
aspirations and income.

the barriers to engagement that exist but also
represent opportunities for industry players
to offer solutions to improve mutual fund
penetration in India.

*non-embedded refers to products in which there are no built-in distribution costs that the investor needs to pay; embedded fees, on the other hand, include built-in distribution costs.
# Refer Page 86
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- Surplus mindset
- Familiarity
- Short Term Goal
(eg: Tax savings)

Tunneling
on returns

Trust: favorable view
of Advisor (affective
trust)

Embedded
fees

Awareness of own
limitations vs.
expertise

Effort
Heuristics

INVESTOR
TYPE

OVERCOMING
BARRIERS

INVESTOR JOURNEY: FROM NON-INVESTOR TO SOPHISTICATED FEE PAYING INVESTOR

BARRIERS
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Engagement Gap
Income - Aspirations
Unfamiliarity/Loss Aversion

FIGURE 1: INVESTOR JOURNEY
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CHAPTER 2A
Access to long-term and short-term capital plays a

ROLE OF MUTUAL
FUNDS IN
CHANNELING
HOUSEHOLD
SAVINGS FOR
WEALTH CREATION &
ECONOMIC GROWTH

pivotal role as a catalyst to economic growth at both

the micro and macro levels.1 When households have

access to capital markets they have a means to convert
savings into long-term wealth, which in turn supports
commercial activity.2 Mutual funds are one such

hassle-free, and efficient means to channel household

savings to investments. A mutual fund is comprised
of a “pool’ of investments from many investors to be

invested in securities (stocks, bonds, money markets,

etc.), and is an attractive asset vehicle to consumers
because they offer an avenue towards long-term
wealth creation. Mutual funds are a promising
channel for retail investors because: these funds are

professionally managed; offer investment diversity
according to the client’s risk tolerance and investment

goals; a low maintenance investment; have relatively
high liquidity and low entry barriers.
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Ever since mutual funds were
established in India (UTI being
the first in 1963 under the ‘UTI
Act’), the Government of India
has promoted mutual funds as a
viable product for retail investors
to generate long-term wealth,
especially for retirement.
The government’s vision was to open up mutual fund
investments to “the masses to enable them to benefit
from the growth of Indian economy to the maximum
extent possible and, in the process, making available

a steady and healthy stream of significant pool of long
term funds to the capital markets.” 3

As described above, the macro-level benefits of
channeling household savings towards capital
markets is the release of scarce government
resources to critical public projects.

1. Levine, Ross (2005). “Finance and Growth: Theory and Evidence”. In: Handbook of Economics Growth. Ed. By Philippe Aghion and Steven N.
Durlauf. Amsterdam: Elsevier
2. Halan, Monika, and Renuka Sane. Misled and Mis-sold: Financial Misbehaviour in Retail Banks? Publication no. D14, D18, G21. 2016.
3. India. Securities and Exchange Board of India. Long Term Policy for Mutual Funds in India. Mumbai, Maharastra.

These projects such as, education and health services

pension system as variables.

for which they need to save.

the benefits are not fully realized or monetized until

Despite India’s favourable demographic (large cohort

Inflation: returns from savings instruments are far

India was ranked third from bottom in the rankings

Continuous increase in prices are a major concern

for instance, have long gestation periods during which

many years afterward. As a result, private investments

in these types of projects are significantly less

compared to large-scale infrastructure projects (roads,
bridges, tunnels, rail transport, etc.). Yet, investment

The results paint a worrisome picture for India.
of young people) and low old-age dependency ratios,
and awarded a grade ‘D’.

in education and health have a significant multiplier

In this scenario, a large section of the Indian

becomes more self-sufficient, there is less strain on

savings in the coming decades. Current government

effect on society.4 Secondly, as the aging population

the government’s social safety net programs, which

frees up resources to support those less privileged
members of society in the greatest need of those

population will be exposed to inadequate retirement
pension systems will prove to be inadequate to handle
the following types of risk:

services.

Longevity: as life expectancy increases because

On a micro-level, individuals who are adequately

difficult to assess the length of time after retirement

prepared for retirement experience a better

of better access to healthcare, individuals find it

lower than expected after accounting for inflation.

to retirees. Even those planners that have a ‘rupee’

amount to fund their retirement may be exposed
to discrepancies because of fluctuations in interest
rates.

Interest rate: when interest rates on both short

and long-term instruments become low, retirees
have lower returns to meet their ever-increasing
spending, and are forced to reinvest some capital in
low-yielding instruments.

quality of life because they can spend less time
worrying about financial security and more
time productively pursuing their passions and
interests. 5
A comprehensive study by Mercer, compared pension

systems and standards of retirement savings were
across countries. The model used aging populations,

the universality, adequacy and sustainability of the

FIGURE 2: COUNTRY COMPARISON OF RETIREMENT SAVINGS HEALTH

4. “The Multiplier Effect.” Economics Online. Accessed October 2016.
5. Pierre Lortie, “A Major Setback for Retirement Savings: Changing how Financial Advisors are Compensated Could Hurt Less-Than-Wealthy Investors Most,” The School of Public Policy, University of
Calgary, Volume 9, Issue 13, April 2016.
Figure 2: “Mercer Melbourne Global Pension Index.” Global, Mercer, www.mercer.com/our-thinking/mercer-melbourne-global-pension-index.html.
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In this context, diversifying retiree portfolios to include

investment instruments “that pool[s] the savings of

the long term may be the need of the hour.

a long-term period” and ensures “that investors do

asset classes that beat inflation and provide value in

Likewise, the Government of India has long understood
the importance of channeling household savings into
the capital market i.e. since the first mutual fund, UTI,
was established in 1963.

The Government’s intention was to set up an investment

trust which would give the “common man a means to

investors for professional fund management over
not pay more tax than they would, had they made
7

the investments directly themselves .” With specific
emphasis on the ‘common man’, the Government of
India clearly recognizes the role that of mutual funds
in generating wealth for the common man as well as

providing a stable source of capital funds for sustained,
national industrial growth.

However, retail uptake of Mutual
Funds has been slow and not
yet achieved the desired market
penetration, especially compared
to other financial products in
India.

acquire a share in the widening prosperity based on

steady industrial growth”, that combined “security and
6

a reasonable return .” Unit trusts would help mobilize

the resources of small savers for industrial investment
and democratize industrial share ownership as

envisaged in the directive principles of Mutual Fund
establishment.

The Government has continued this stance on mutual

funds as one of the most efficient modes of accessing
capital markets for the retail public. As proof to this
commitment the Government still confers onto mutual

funds the ‘pass through’ tax status, which, exempts

mutual funds from paying any tax on its income
or capital gains. ‘Pass through’ status is granted to

16

The penetration in India is measured by the percentage

of Industry AUM to GDP . In India the ratio stands

at 10% versus a global average of 45%. See Table 2,

page 24 for more details. The concern is that further
regulations could disrupt modest industry growth

and market penetration that SEBI and the rest of the

industry has worked to cultivate over the past 21
years.

6. India. Securities and Exchange Board of India. Long Term Policy for Mutual Funds in India. Mumbai, Maharastra.
7. Investment Policy Advisory Committee. Advisory Committee Report. Mumbai: 2016.
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CHAPTER 2B

IMPORTANT EVENTS
IN INDIAN MUTUAL
FUND INDUSTRY
FROM AN INVESTOR
PERSPECTIVE

Introduction of Direct NAV (Reduced the cost of access to MF)

B15 Special Pricing that increased distribution
Removal of entry load (Reduction of cost)

Equity Capital Gains Tax Nil

MF Dividends Tax Free

Creation of SEBI
(Investor Protection
& Redressal)

Entry of Private MFs (Increased competition &
Innovative Products)
Entry of PSU MFs
(Increased choice)
UTI was launched
(Access to Capital Markets)

Idea

UTI

1963

1996

1999

Changes in CAS
regarding
commission
disclosure
2016

2013
2009

2005

2012

1993

1987

1956 Conception of Mutual Fund by Finance Minister T.T. Krishnamachari
FIGURE 3: EVOLUTION OF INDIAN MUTUAL FUND INDUSTRY

Figure 3: “Research & Information.” Association of Mutual Funds in India, 2013, www.amfiindia.com/research-information/mf-history.
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The Indian financial regulatory landscape has

The conception and creation of a mutual fund is to

Fund, followed by Can bank Mutual Fund, LIC Mutual

steadily transformed the industry. These shifts align

the 1963-64 budget with the creation of an investment

Fund, GIC Mutual Fund and PNB Mutual Fund. From

undergone fundamental shifts since 1963 that have

with economic liberalization in a state that has always
been skeptical of self-regulating markets. Following

Independence in 1947, India established a socialist-

cater to retail clients. That idea finally materialized in
trust that would give the “common man a means to

acquire a share in the widening prosperity based
on steady industrial growth”, that combined with
9

Fund, Indian Bank Mutual Fund, Bank of India Mutual

1987-88 to 1992-93, the AUM of these funds increased
by nearly seven times, from Rs 6,700 crores, to Rs
10

47,000 crores . This evidence that Indian investors

inspired economic model that featured centralized

“security and a reasonable return.”

and state intervention in the labor and financial

This trust, Unit Trust of India (UTI), was state-

participation in a wealth creation potential of the

towards industrial investment. Over this period,

A third phase of the mutual fund industry began in

and different products and schemes - Unit Linked

mutual funds. This gave the Indian investors a broader

planning, protectionism, state-run industrialization,
8

markets . The first of these efforts to achieve public

planned economy can be traced back to 1956-57
when Finance Minister, T.T.Krishnamachari, raised
the notion of a mutual fund. He envisioned a trust that
was, ‘Open to any person or institution to purchase
the units offered by the trust.’
He further stated that:

“This institution as we see it, is
intended to cater to the needs
of individual investors and even
among them as far as possible, to
those whose means are small.”

owned, but was a first step in guiding the savings
UTI saw significant growth and began offering new

Insurance Plan (ULIP) and the Indian offshore fund,

as examples - to reach different classes of investors,

and more people invested. UTI’s Assets Under
Management (AUM) grew steadily - from 600 crores
in 1984, to 6,700 crores in 1987.

In 1987, a second phase in the evolution of mutual

funds took place when public sector mutual funds
were allowed to join UTI in the mutual fund industry.
This was the result of further shifts in the Indian
economy towards economic liberalization as well as

more salient benefits of UTI on the economy. The State
Bank of India established the first non-UTI Mutual
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earmarked a greater share of their savings for mutual

funds demonstrates heightened interest in the asset
class.

1993, which witnessed the entry of private sector
choice of fund families and increased competition

with existing public sector mutual funds. Quite

significantly foreign fund management companies

were also allowed to operate mutual funds, most of
them coming into India through their joint ventures
with Indian promoters. The private funds have

brought in with them latest product innovations,

investment management techniques and investorservicing technologies. During the year 1993-94, five

private sector fund houses launched their schemes
11

followed by six others in 1994-95 . Shortly thereafter,

deregulation and liberalization policies allowed the
mutual fund industry to mobilize more funds than

8. Kelegama, Saman, and Kirit Parikh. Political Economy of Growth and Reforms in South Asia. Report. 2000
9, 10, 11. “MF History.” MF Research & Information. Association of Mutual Funds in India, n.d. Web. Nov. 2016.

ever before.
This

new

growth,

however,

necessitated

the

establishment of a regulatory body to oversee the
mutual fund stakeholders: the Securities and Exchange

Board of India (SEBI), which was created in 1996 and
is mandated with three principal objectives:

Protect the interests of investors in securities;

Promote the development of the securities market
Regulate the securities market.

SEBI ushered in a comprehensive set of regulations for
all mutual funds operating in India. These regulations

set uniform standards for all funds and UTI voluntarily
adopted these guidelines for its new schemes. Shortly

thereafter, the budget of the Union government
in 1999 took a big step in exempting all mutual
fund dividends from income tax in the hands of
the investors, conferring mutual funds with “pass
12

through’ status .
From 1999 to 2008 the mutual fund industry grew

at a similar pace as the Indian economy. SEBI led
a successful transition from a highly controlled

regulatory regime to a market-oriented, disclosure-

based regulatory regime. SEBI’s focus has been on

load fee, thereby reducing mutual fund fees (total

in India by adopting global standards and international

dropped from approximately 4.25% to approximately

developing a well-regulated modern securities market

best practices. With the implementation of various
rules and regulations prescribed by SEBI, access to
information has increased, the risk of defaults has

gone down, and overall governance has become
conducive for protection of investors’ interests and the
development of the securities market in India.

As a result of these measures, the mutual fund
industry emerged relatively unscathed during the

global economic crisis of 2008 - able to weather the
global uncertainty and fulfill all of its obligations

to its customers - owing to fundamentally strong

expense ratio, TER). For example equity fund expenses
2.00% in their first year of investment. Along with
the abolition of entry-loads, in September 2012, SEBI

consolidated various investment plans available in a

mutual fund scheme eliminating discriminatory costs
among various classes of investors, based on size of
investment. Then in 2014, SEBI followed up by asking

distributors to absorb the cost of their newly levied
service tax so that the expense ratios are maintained

within the prescribed limit. SEBI also favoured a cap

for the upfront brokerage and made disclosure of
commissions more stringent.

institutional structure established by SEBI and aided

Assets Under Management (AUM) distribution in India

Bank of India (RBI) and Ministry of Finance. Following

a SEBI study that examined AUM spread for all districts

by other government agencies including the Reserve
the global financial crisis in 2008, the mutual fund
industry entered phase 4 where, SEBI sought to place

a greater emphasis on financial transparency in order
to protect retail investors’ interests as well as to
improve access to capital markets (mutual funds). One

of the first measures to protect investors and make
it more affordable to access the capital markets was

initiated in August 2009 when SEBI removed the entry

12. MF History.” MF Research & Information. Association of Mutual Funds in India, n.d. Web. Nov. 2016.
http://www.indiabudget.gov.in/ub1999-2000/mem/mem1.pdf

is predominantly loaded in favour of urban centres. In
in India, it was seen that the top decile of districts, that

contribute to 60% of national GDP also contribute to
90% of the total AUM. The AUM/GDP Ratio for these

districts is comparable to Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development economies, while the

AUM for the remaining nine decile districts is only
10%.
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According to the study, the skewness in distribution

As part of the same set of regulations (September

easier and cheaper, SEBI wants the AMCs (mutual fund

is seen that 75% of all independent and institutional

2013, SEBI required, the direct option sought to

means to transparency in the transaction between the

may be explained by the role of financial advisors. It

advisors (such as from a bank) are in 20% of the
nation’s districts. It is clear that this distribution is as

skewed as it was for AUM distribution. Moreover, when

AUM per agent is calculated for each decile of districts,
the top 50 districts of the nation dominate other
districts as far AUM generation is concerned. However,

it can be implied that if the average AUM generated is
higher in a particular area, it may be expected that

agents, and advisors would tend to congregate in those

areas where they can achieve maximum sales. Thus,

2012), though with an effective date (of January

simplify investment choices within the same fund
to two options - direct and indirect. This move also

sought to do away with differential pricing based on

the amount invested into two options all mutual fund

manufacturers to publish a ‘direct investment’ option

is highly correlated with the number of advisors,
distributors and agents in the particular district. To

reenergize and support the geographic expansion of
mutual fund distribution, SEBI introduced a special
B-15 pricing (Beyond India’s top 15 cities by AUM/
mutual fund penetration).
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advisor’s services and pay accordingly.

2016, its most recent circular, to include a side-by-side

through an advisor).

took advantage of the scheme; the reception of the

analysis, it is seen that mutual fund penetration

in the best position to properly assess the value of that

than the ‘normal NAV’ option (investments made

that would have a lower Total Expense Ratio (TER)

generation of each district. Thus, it acts as a limiting
When the data set was run through a scatterplot

regulators the client engaging with the advisor is then

In order to make the benefits of the direct option

Soon after the direct NAV option was introduced,

factor for geographic expansion of mutual funds.

advisor and client. According to SEBI and other global

(investments made without the help of an advisor)

the geographical reach of mutual fund agents is more
likely to be explained by the potential revenue or AUM

manufacturers) to popularize the direct option as a

it was predominately institutional investors that

more salient to investors, SEBI announced in March
comparison of both the direct and normal investment

options in the Common Account Statements (CAS),
thus making the cheaper investment cost of the direct
option much more salient.

Direct NAV remained muted among retail investors

In September 2016 SEBI published a consultative

of evidence it was clear that the cheaper, direct

a Commission Based system by banning distributors

even though it was cheaper. Even after three years
option had not increased in popularity among retail

investors. As proof, AUM of direct plans in the equity

funds’ segment (including balanced funds) were 14%
by the end of 2014. This grew to 15% by the end of
2015 and to 18% by the end of June 2016. In addition
to the concern that many customers are not taking

advantage of their efforts to make capital market access

paper proposing migration to a fee Based system from

from giving advise to investors. There was a clear
objective to unbundle mutual fund products, and

migrate from an embedded, “commission-based’
distribution scheme (regular NAV option) to an
un-embedded,

“fee-based”

(direct

NAV

option)

distribution scheme. The direct option is cheaper, but

what is also important to know is how this change

PHASE

PERIOD

AUM
TOTAL
CRORES

AUM/GDP

REGULATORY/INDUSTRY
MILESTONES

1

1964 - 1987

6,700

2.3%

1963: formation of Unit Trust of India (UTI) at
the initiative of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
and the Government of India

2

1987 - 1993

47,004

6.7%

1987: entry of non-UTI, public sector mutual
funds

3

1993 - 2004

1,50,000

5%

1993: entry of private sector funds
1993: first Mutual Fund regulations
1996: SEBI is created and substitutes previous
regulatory administration
1999: All mutual fund dividends exempt from
income tax in the hands of the investors

4

2004 - 2008

5,05,152

11.02%

Massive growth period

5

2008 - 2013

7,01,152

7.47%

2009: SEBI removes entry load fee
2013: SEBI requires AMCs to publish ‘Direct
NAV’ option

6

2013 - present

22,36,717

10%*

2013: SEBI introduces a series of measures
to reenergize mutual fund distribution and
penetration (for example, B15 pricing to reach
investors and potenetial investors in tier two
cities)

TABLE 1: INDIAN MUTUAL FUND INDUSTRY: REGULATORY MILESTONES

will impact investor behavior, and further how it will

impact the subsequent flow of household savings to
the capital markets

This paper, which proposes more stringent advisor
regulations to improve quality of advice might have

the unintended consequence - reducing supply of

advisors, as seen in global cases. This RIA - which

has sought comments and suggestions from industry
bodies and associations - highlights the regulator’s
commitment towards creating ‘a cleaner, more ethical

sales environment’ for financial products in India.

It also signals to industry leaders that the future

orientation of advisory services is fiduciary and fee
based - as opposed to commission-based. In recent

years associated financial service industries such as

insurance, have witnessed instances of rampant missselling. In light of these activities SEBI believes that

the presence of a commission-based fee structure has

led financial institutions and intermediaries to focus
on maximizing commission incomes at the expense of
the investor. SEBI’s RIA, like the March 2016 circular,

is in line with the desire to take necessary steps to
continue protecting the investor.

Table 1: “Research & Information.” Association of Mutual Funds in India, 2013, www.amfiindia.com/research-information/mf-history.
*Reliance Nipon draft redherring prospectus October 16, 2017
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The primary aim of the RIA is to split the current pool

developments and challenges. In January 2017 the IAB

based on their primary function:

based as well as fee- based approach to investment

of advisors and distributors into two distinct groups
distributors will supply mutual funds from AMCs and

deliver them to the customer; advisors can supply

suggestions and recommendations to customers
but cannot distribute Mutual Funds. This has made

the notion of “incidental’ advice a heated point. The
RIA paper proposes that the “incidental advice’ that

Mutual Fund distributors, IFAs, could earlier give
be done away with, and “pure’ distributors only be

allowed to “list products and their features’ on their
websites without advising clients or hand holding
them through the process of investing.

Similar plans to herd and regulate advisors under a
single regulatory regime in the UK, the Netherlands,
and Australia, have witnessed a contraction in the

distribution channel (see Indian MF Industry and
Global Regulations in Chapter 8B) and a migration

of remaining advisors/ distributors towards the
wealthier clients.

The International Advisory Board (IAB) is an

organization whose role is to guide SEBI and, in

doing so, bring in the global experiences and rising
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held a meeting and recommended that Commissionadvisory can co-exist for the time being. The transition

from commission to a fee based approach has to be

gradual, and after a thorough impact analysis. It urged

SEBI to study migration to fee-based advisory models
under RDR (retail distribution review), FOFA (Future

of Financial Advice) and robo-advisory models. This
papers on study illustrates the gravity and necessity
for SEBI to heed the IAB’s reservations. Taking

cognisance of similar global experience would help

avoid the pitfalls of rapid change to non-embeded fee
model.

PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY
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T.T. Krishnamachari, India’s fourth Finance Minister,
envisioned mutual funds as an investment source that
would cater to “those whose means are small.”

Given this has not been adopted
en masse in India, the primary
objective of this study is to
understand and explain the
decision making process of the
Indian investor in the context of
mutual funds as it provides an
efficient avenue towards longterm wealth creation.

By gaining a deeper understanding of the mental

models (beliefs and perceptions that influence

decision), heuristics (short-cuts in the decision-

making process), biases (inclination or prejudice for
or against someone or something) and emotions that

govern investors decision-making, we can leverage

BY SOURCE
from regulator: changes in risk and regulatory
declaration and disclaimers.

from manufacturer: investment

recommendations, technological solutions

from distributor: investment and risk management
advice, commission information

from media: investment tips, risk factors

from acquaintances: investment decisions

BY TYPE OF INFORMATION
PROCESSING REQUIRED

how well investors understand information

how mutual funds aligns with their personal and
financial goals

how mutual funds aligns with their risk propensity

BY RESULTING ACTION

behavioral science principles to encourage household

whether approach or avoidance behavior is elicited

Krishnamachari’s vision a reality. Specifically, this

and stimuli

savings towards the capital market and make T.T.

study will examine how investors process information:

how and when investors react to the information
how the investor’s reactions change over time

In

this vein, our study serves as a baseline

understanding for how Indian investors view the

mutual fund asset class as well as mutual fund advisors.
It seeks to answer specific questions that would touch
on concerns of all mutual fund stakeholders – the
government, regulator, manufacturer, distributor, and
chiefly the investor.

Moving beyond investor behavior,

the wider purpose of this study is
to construct a roadmap for deeper
and sustained retail mutual fund
penetration,

because, despite the fact that equities consistently

outperform other asset classes (gold, property, fixed
deposit, etc.), retail growth and penetration remains
lower than desired:

(Especially compared to other Indian financial
products as well as some of the worlds largest mutual
fund markets.)

PRODUCT

PER 100,000 POPULATION

ACTIVE SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

50,000 (50.0%)

LIFE INSURANCE POLICIES

26,500 (26.5)

MUTUAL FUND PORTFOLIOS

3,800 (3.80%)

TABLE 2: MUTUAL FUND PENETRATION IN
INDIA (2016)

2: Kerkar, Prasad. “How Does Indian Mutual Fund Industry Compare with Global Peers.” India Mutual Funds Information, Best Mutual Funds in India, How to Invest in Mutual Funds, 30
24 Table
Dec. 2012, www.mutualfundsexpert.in/2012/12/how-does-indian-mutual-fund-industry.html.

5 Year

10 Year

15 Year

20 Year

Equities

11.0

17.0

13.6

12.9

Gold

9.0

12.9

11.0

8.4

Bank FD

5.7

5.2

5.1

5.5

Real Estate

8.0

13.4

10.8

6.2

Benchmark WPI Index

6.2

5.9

5.7

5.5

Avg. Inflation for the period

7.4

6.3

5.9

5.7

Source: Morgan Stanley
TABLE 3: POST-TAX RETURNS (CAGR %) BY ASSET CLASS
FY04

2.3

FY05

2.6

FY06

6.4

FY07

8.6

FY08

13.8

FY09

3.2

FY10

10

FY11

4.1

FY12

3.8

FY13

7.3

FY14

6.1

Source: IIFL
TABLE 4: EQUITY INVESTMENTS BY HOUSEHOLDS
(IN $ BN.), FY - FINANCIAL YEAR

Annual returns for equities have known to be higher
than returns for other traditional asset classes in

the medium term as well as long term. (See Table 3)
Moreover, equity is one of the few asset classes that
beats inflation and gives real positive returns.

Yet, in the past, investors have preferred other asset

classes such as bank FDs, gold and real estate. After
the peak in FY08, household investment in equity have

declined. (See Table 4) This is despite a steady upward
trend in equity markets.

The results of this trend are visible in the value of Mutual

Fund investments by Indian households compared to

those in other nation (see Figure 4). India’s figures are
far lower than comparable economies such as Brazil.

Association

of

Mutual

Funds

in

India

(AMFI) has reported that equity mutual funds
owned by individuals amounted to Rs. 3.94 trillion

as of December 2016, which is only 3.7% of the total

market capitalisation of stocks listed on Bombay Stock
Exchange (BSE).

Generally, the short-term volatility of equity is a

concern for most investors. However, equities offer
significantly higher returns over the long-term than
other asset classes, not to mention the opportunity
to mute risks through diversification in ways that

other assets cannot. Due to the benefits of channeling

household savings to capital markets for the industry
(capital), retail customers (returns), and professional

platform offered by mutual funds, the government has
encouraged mutual fund by granting tax benefits and
exemption from long-term capital gains

Yet, mutual funds, which drives long-term wealth

creation, along with measures taken by government
and regulatory bodies to improve access to mutual

funds, has not yet achieved its desired penetration
levels.

Broad-based

awareness

campaigns

and

industry changes that intend to make mutual funds
more attractive to the customer are rendered
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Table 3: Bala. “Posts about Equity on BalaBlogs.” BalaBlogs, 4 Sept. 2016, balablogsdotcom.wordpress.com/tag/equity/.
Table 4: Mirae Asset Global Investments (India) Private Limited. “Economy and Equity Market Outlook - 2015.” 2015, www.miraeassetmf.co.in/uploads/downloads/Economy_Equity_Outlook_2015.pdf.

United States
13.05

15.03

ineffective because they often ignore the investor’s

15.85

thought processes and behavioral patterns.

11.63
1.6
1.62
1.67
1.44

Australia

Behavioral science, and by extension collaboration

with Final Mile Consulting, is required to help bridge

1.39
1.53
1.47
1.38

France

United Kingdom

the gap between investor intent/ awareness and action.

All humans - and by extension investors – have limited

1.18
1.17
0.99
0.82

Brazil

time and cognitive “bandwidth,” and as a means to

make decision-making easier, humans have developed

0.99
1.02
1.07
1.01

heuristics (“rules of thumb”) and mental models that

bias decisions in predictably irrational ways. In order

0.98
0.94
0.86
0.75

Canada

to design an effective roadmap towards consistent

and sustained retail market growth, the mutual fund

0.78
0.77
0.74
0.75

Japan

China

industry – government, regulator, manufacturer, and
distributor – must first acknowledge the behavioral

0.71
0.46
0.44
0.34

Germany

impediments (heuristics, biases, and mental models)
faced by the investor, understand the core behavioral

0.36
0.38
0.33
0.29

India

principles at play, and design interventions that help

the investor overcome these impediments, process

0.13
0.11
0.11
0.09

0

2.5

5

7.5
10
Total net assets in trillion U.S dollars

2011

2012

2013

12.5

15

17.5

information more easily, and ultimately encourage
more prudent, long-term investor decision-making.

2014

FIGURE 4: TOTAL NET ASSETS ACROSS COUNTRIES
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Figure 4: Statista. “Total Net Assets of Mutual Funds by Country 2014 | Statistic.” Statista, www.statista.com/statistics/331914/total-netassets-mutual-funds-worldwide/.

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE &
INVESTMENT
DECISIONS
PURPOSE
OF THIS
STUDY
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CHAPTER 4A

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE OVERVIEW
Behavioral science is a field that seeks to understand

how people process information and make decisions
in personal, institutional, and social settings. It is
an inherently interdisciplinary field that draws
knowledge from different areas of study such as
behavioral economics, behavioral finance, psychology,
cognitive

science,

neuroscience,

anthropology,

sociology and design. Behavioral science is an

increasingly popular and valuable field because
it helps explain the gap between a person’s
“awareness”,

“intention(s)”

and

his

or

her

“action(s)”. Often times, a person intends to behave

a certain way but in the end they make seemingly
irrational decisions that might be incongruent with

their long-term goals. It might seem perfectly obvious

how they should behave; however, in the moment, they
are prone to sub-optimal decision-making because of
the limits to human rationality.
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In a given context, an individual is
exposed to plenty of information
and stimuli that it is difficult
for the human brain to process,
analyze, and synthesize quickly
and coherently before taking
a decision. Therefore, in order
to cope with this barrage of
information, the human brain
develops mental shortcuts
- heuristics, mental models,
and biases – that facilitate the
decision-making process.

There

are

many

scholars,

researchers

and

practitioners in the field of behavioral science,
and more specifically behavioral economics. Nobel
Memorial Prize recipient Herbert Simon (1955) was
one of the first outspoken critics of the belief that

humans have unlimited cognitive processing abilities.

Instead, Herbert proposed the notion of “bounded

rationality,” which states that human decisionmaking is limited by information possessed, cognitive
abilities, and time.13
Daniel

Kahneman

and

Amos

Tversky,

two

Israeli Psychologists, also contributed a great

deal to behavioral economics with their studies
demonstrating predictable and irrational human

behaviors (heuristics and biases) including loss
aversion, overconfidence bias, private optimism, and
extrapolation.

Daniel Kahneman won the Nobel Memorial Prize in

13. Simon, Herbert A. “A Behavioral Model of Rational Choice.” The Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 69, no. 1, 1955, p. 99., doi:10.2307/1884852.

Economics in 2002 for his work on Prospect Theory, a

to the field of behavioral economics, including Colin

“people make decisions based on the potential value

O’Donoghue, and Dan Ariely whose research and

descriptive model of human behavior that states that

of losses and gains rather than the final outcome,
and that people evaluate these losses and gains using

Camerer, George Loewenstein, Matthew Rabin, Ted
works we encourage you to dive in.

certain heuristics”.14

Located at the end of this chapter you will find a short

Richard Thaler, nobel laureate who worked closely

a means to compensate for their bounded rationality,

with Kahneman and Tversky while establishing their
theories, heuristics, and biases, also worked with

Cass Sunstein, a legal scholar, to formalize some of

the foundational principles of behavioral economics
with their book Nudge. This book discusses the idea
of libertarian paternalism, a concept that states that

people should be able to make their own decisions

list of common heuristics and biases that people use as
often

leading

to

sub-optimal

decision-making.

Throughout the Results section of this paper we will

stop to highlight instances when participants in our
study are clearly demonstrating these same behavioral

tendencies, i.e. misbehaving, in the Behavioral Science
in Action boxes.

from all available options, while also recognizing that
people are prone to heuristics and biases in predictable

ways hence, choices should be structured in ways that

limit irrational behavior and help people make the best

choice.14 In their book, Thaler and Sunstein discuss

strategies for encouraging people to make optimal

long-term decisions without restricting choice, by
way of: incentives, understanding mappings, defaults,

giving feedback, and structuring complex choices.
There are many more scholars who have contributed

13. Kahneman, Daniel. Thinking, Fast and Slow. Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2015.
14. Thaler, Richard H., and Cass R. Sunstein. Nudge: Improving Decisions about Health, Wealth, and Happiness. Penguin Books, 2009.
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CHAPTER 4B

BEHAVIORAL
SCIENCE
AND
INVESTMENTS

The financial world is replete with myriad stimuli, from

performing assets out of the fear of cutting their

to smartphone applications that help investors trade

movements or they may be tunneled or loss-averse

aggressively hosted investment shows on television
“anytime, anywhere.”

because of very recent adverse performance.

Today, investors are exposed to a glut of excitement

Our study of financial investment practice directly

for risks, and decided upon within a matter of minutes.

decision-making. Warren Buffett, who is widely

and information which have to be processed, assessed

studies the influence of emotions on investment

In order to deal with the nature of these information

considered one of the best investors in the world and

misconceived mental-models, heuristics and biases

enough wealth to consistently be featured at the top

paradigms, many investors rely on potentially
that are often driven primarily by emotion.

These shortcuts are seen at play when investors
“intend” to invest in long-term, value-creating assets,
but do not necessarily make prudent investment

who has used his investment talents to accumulate

of the “World’s Wealthiest Individuals,” understands

how emotions can interfere with sound decisionmaking. He plainly describes the characteristics of a
successful investor:

decisions in order to achieve these goals. Similarly,

“To invest successfully over a lifetime does not require

investments that are not in line with their long-term

information. What’s needed is a sound intellectual

many investors fall prey to shortsighted financial

financial or personal goals. Retail investors often
succumb to immediate emotional pay-offs, and end up
following the “buy high, sell low” pattern of investing.

In other instances, investors may hang on to poor-
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losses, may be swayed by a recent “anchor” in price

a stratospheric IQ”, unusual business insights, or inside
framework for making decisions and the ability to
keep emotions from corroding that framework.”15

Plainly, Warren Buffett’s philosophy asserts that

15. Graham, Benjamin, et al. The Intelligent Investor: a Book of Practical Counsel. Harper Collins, 2013.

any investor will need: (1) a logical framework for

the proper mental and emotional attitudes towards

power to eliminate emotions (emotional discipline)

money made and kept by “ordinary people” who

decision-making, and equally important (2) the

from that decision making process. Buffett attributes
the success of his investment framework to the
fundamental principles of “value investing,” an

investment strategy that was developed by one of

Buffett’s greatest influences and Columbia University

their investment decisions. We have seen much more
were temperamentally well suited for the investment

process than by those who lacked this quality, even

though they had extensive knowledge of finance,
accounting, and stock market lore.”16

business school lecturer, Benjamin Graham. Graham,

Clearly, successful investment practices require the

of the world’s most influential book on investment,

of their reflexive, emotional responses. Instead of a

considered the father of value investing, is the author

The Intelligent Investor. Warren Buffett’s words in the

previous paragraph serve as the beginning of a one-

page introduction that he wrote for Graham’s book.
Although Graham acknowledges that there is no
foolproof, get-rich-quick, prescription for investing,

The Intelligent Investor does acknowledge the
foremost obstacle to an individual’s quest for Wall
Street wealth: the investor himself.

“For Indeed, the chief investor’s problem – and even
his worst enemy – is likely to be himself. (“The fault,

dear investor is not in our stars – or in our stocks –

individual to liberate themself from the strong grip

process that requires lots of experience, knowledge,
and intelligence (“IQ”), the process of investing,

conversely becomes a game that requires high

emotional intelligence (“EQ”); those who can compose
their minds and harness their emotions – even in times
of uncertainty, risk, anger, frustration, regret, etc. – will

be in the best position to succeed in the markets. Or, if
these skills are a challenge, investors should seek out

a trusted distributor/ advisor who has the requisite
experience and domain skills in finance to moderate

emotions and guide the investor through this same
lifelong investment journey.

but in ourselves…”)”…. By arguments, examples, and

exhortation, we hope to aid our readers to establish
16. Graham, Benjamin, et al. The Intelligent Investor: a Book of Practical Counsel. Harper Collins, 2013.
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HEURISTICS
Anchoring
Loss Aversion
Overconfidence bias
Availability heuristic

EXPLANATION
A cognitive bias wherein one relies too heavily on one trait or piece of information
to guide decision-making.

TABLE 5: COMMON HEURISTICS & BIASES THAT
LEAD TO PREDICTABLY IRRATIONAL BEHAVIOR

People’s tendency to prefer avoiding losses to acquiring equivalent gains [It takes
roughly a 2,000 rupee gain to offset a 1,000 rupee loss]

A person’s subjective confidence in his or her judgments is reliably greater than
the objective accuracy of those judgments, especially when confidence is relatively
high
When people predict the frequency of an event based on how easily an example
can be brought to mind.

More utility

Representative heuristic Where people judge the probability or frequency of a hypothesis by considering
how much the hypothesis resembles available data.
Endowment Effect

Mental Accounting
Status Quo Bias
Framing
Prospect theory
(see chart)
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The fact that people place a higher value on a good that they own than on an
identical good that they do not own

The tendency for people to separate their money into separate accounts (mental
buckets) based on a variety of subjective criteria – source of money or intent for
each account.

This is when people are very likely to continue a course of action since it has been
traditionally the one pursued, even though this course of action may clearly not be
in their best interest.
The way in which individuals, groups, and societies, organize, perceive, and
communicate reality.
1.
2.
3.

Humans experience life in terms of changes from the status quo, not levels
Both losses and gains have diminishing sensitivity to changes away from the
status quo
Losses hurt about twice as much as gains make you feel good

People like
gains...

$100
loss
$100
gain

Losses

Gains

...but they
hate losses
more.

Less utility

THE VALUE FUNCTION
FIGURE 5: PROSPECT THEORY AND THE HUMAN
PERCEPTION OF LOSSES AND GAINS

CHAPTER 4C

FINAL MILE CREDENTIALS
Final Mile’s reputation is built on its experience in

executing highly successful projects in the behavioral
science space. Through the practice of Behavior

Over the last 10 years, Final Mile has developed
robust processes to understand and influence
decision-making. In addition to successful

ArchitectureTM, we understand, explain, and

projects and satisfied clients, our work has

influence decision-making by applying learnings

been recognized with awards from the World

from

behavioral

Association for Market, Social and Opinion

economics, and design to develop strategies and

Research (ESOMAR), the global leader in promoting

cognitive

neuroscience,

solutions. We have had the opportunity to work

in a wide range of business domains including:

financial services, healthcare, consumer packaged

the value of market and opinion research in effective
decision-making . In 2015 Final Mile won the “ESOMAR

Congress Award for best case history - showing

goods, consumer durables, e-commerce, as well as

an interesting application of research helpful to

social behavioral issues. Final Mile has specialists in

HIV/ Aids transmission in Africa through voluntary

COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCE

the “ESOMAR Excellence Award for best paper” for

DESIGN

engagements with the development sector to address

users” for our paper and work on seeking to reduce

behavioral sciences from the top universities and

male circumcision. Then again in 2016, Final Mile won

we collaborate with thought leading institutions
from across the world. Our clients are also found

all over the globe and include: Government of
India Ministry of Finance, Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation, HDFC Bank, Unilever, Trans Union,
Indian Railways, United Airlines, Ebay, and Axis
Bank to name a few.

our paper and work on “Understanding the demand
and the supply side of girl child trafficking using
behavioral science approach” in India.

Dominant models of influencing behavior assume that

people make decisions based on a rational, objective

BEHAVIOR
ARCHITECTURE

TM

BEHAVIORAL ECONOMICS

analysis of available information. This belief has led

to awareness-centric approaches to behavior change
challenges. Behavioral science, however, reveals

that awareness campaigns are simply not enough
to drive behavior change. Human decision-making
is moderated by emotions as well as internal and
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external factors. The fundamental difference
between Final Mile’s approach and traditional
behavior change approaches is that we understand
that the process of decision-making is not linearly
based on available information; rather, decisionmaking is an interaction between the context of
the decision maker, her existing mental models,
and her emotional appraisal of the stimulus.
We have used this approach to:

Reduce the number of deaths that occur when

people cross rail tracks in Mumbai by up to 75%
Improved utilization of credit line increases by
over 50%

Increased e-commerce conversion by 65%.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
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As a means to understand investor’s understanding, preferences, and action tendencies towards
mutual funds we conducted a behavioral science based study:

effective method for inducing participants into a “hotstate.”

Kahneman, Tversky, and Thaler use this methodology

in their experiments. According to Kahneman, “By

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

default, the method of hypothetical choices emerges

The first phase of the study involved one-on-one,

The second phase of this study was a qualitative

theoretical questions can be investigated. The use of

in order to capture the beliefs, mental models,

explains the decision-making process of an

IMMERSION

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

in-person discussions with industry stakeholders
and investors, followed by a quantitative exercise

stated preferences, and context of the Indian

analysis using Final Mile’s award winning

proprietary research tool [Ethnolab ], which
TM

investor’s engagement with mutual funds;

investors; “what” are investor preferences and

“why” do investors make these decisions and

“how” are these preferences executed.

what are the mental processes and emotions
guiding their investment decisions.

Surveys represent a critical tool of applied social research and are advantageous because they are cost-effective,

as the simplest procedure by which a large number of
the method relies on the assumption that people often

know how they would behave in actual situations

of choice, and on the further assumption that the

subjects have no special reason to disguise their true
preferences.”

The study methodology that we adopted helped
us decode behavior by exploring the intent-action

cover a large population easily, are flexibly administered (online, email, paper, mobile), and encourage candid

gap between an investor’s stated preferences

As Daniel Kahneman, Amos Tversky, and Richard Thaler demonstrate, however, the main drawback with survey

quantitative study allowed us to collect responses on

responses by offering anonymity.

data is that it captures stated preferences – as opposed to observed preferences – which are not made in their
“natural habitat.” In order for behavior-based studies to be successful they must create testing conditions that

reasonably mimic the context in which those decisions are typically made. This is known as creating a “hot-state”

environment that arouses the emotional and psychological factors in the participant that would normally be

present during the decision in real life. When such a “lab” has been conducted then researches are in an ideal

position to capture the observed preferences of their participants. Hypothetical choices serve as an extremely
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(quantitative study) and their actual behavior
in an immersive setting (qualitative study). The
a wide range of context features of the Indian investor

that later informed the construction of a realistic

and immersive environment for the EthnolabTM. We

observed action tendencies of investors in a decision
making context in real time (“hot-state” setting).

The quantitative study was administered online

mutual funds as part of their portfolio, whereas 14.3

to mirror the demographic profiles of income tax

in other areas of the capital market other than mutual

through direct recruitment of a stratified sample

QUANTITATIVE
ANALYSIS

assessees (ITAs) in India, where an ITA is defined as “a

person by whom any tax or any other sum of money is

million (38% of all ITAs; ~60% of all investors) invest
funds (equity, bonds, fixed deposits, etc.).

payable.”17 ITAs are the foundation of our demographic

In order to submit a robust survey that reliably reflects

(demat) account and invest in the capital market, an

we sought to conduct our survey with a confidence

distributions because in order to open a dematerialized
individual first requires a Permanent Account Number
(PAN) for personal identification. Our underlying

assumption is that a person who pays taxes and files
income tax returns has a disposable income and as a

result, the capacity to invest. There are approximately
18

37.5 million income tax assessees with the potential

to invest in the capital market; however only about

24.3 million (~65%) do make investments, while 13.2
million (~35%) do not invest in the capital market

the preferences of the 37.5 million ITAs in India,

interval of 3.2% and a confidence level of 95%.19
As an example, Gallup, a firm that conducts global

research and opinion polls typically uses a sample of
1,000 respondents. In our study, in order to cover a

population of 37.5 million - at a confidence level of

95% and a confidence interval of 3.2% - we required
a sample size of 1,067 participants and we achieved
20

1,107 respondents.

at all. Of the 24.3 million that do invest, 10 million

(~27% of all ITAs; ~40% of all investors) invest in

17. India. Income Tax Department. Tax Laws & Rules. Income Tax Act 1961. Section 2. 1961.
18. India, Press Trust of. “Only 1 Per Cent Indians Pay Income Tax, Shows Government Data.”NDTV.com, 1 May 2016, www.ndtv.com/india-news/only-1-per-cent-indians-pay-income-tax-shows-governmentdata-1401462. ; There were two estimates of Indian income tax assesses (ITAs). The lower estimate was calculated by the Indian Express (Pti. “Data Shows Only 1% of Population Pays Income Tax, over 5000
Pay More than 1 Crore.” The Indian Express, 1 May 2016, indianexpress.com/article/india/india-news-india/data-shows-only-1-of-population-pays-income-tax-over-5000-pay-more-than-1-crore-2779065/.
), which estimated that the figure was closer to 28.7 million. The higher estimate, calculated by NDTV, put that figure at 37.5 million. For the purpose of this study we chose the more conservative, higher
estimate of 37.5 million, believing that there is a larger gap between those who are able and have the means to invest in mutual funds and those who actually do invest in mutual funds.
19. Confidence interval (margin of error) refers to the deviation between the opinions of the respondents and the opinion of the entire population. Confidence level, on the other hand, expresses how often the
percentage of the actual population falls within the boundaries of the margin of error. (How to Determine Population and Survey Sample Size?” Checkmarket. N.p., n.d. Web. Sept. 2016.)
20. One point worth noting is that bigger samples are not necessarily better population-level predictors. Larger samp le sizes do decrease margin of error, but after a certain point, returns are diminished. Each time
an additional participant is surveyed, the cost of the survey increases, yet the confidence interval improves only marginally. For instance, expanding your sample size from 1,500 to 2,000 decreases the margin of
error by only .34% (one third of one percent!). The effort and cost associated with a trivial reduction in the margin of error isgenerally not considered worthwhile.
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SIZE OF
UNIVERSE

SAMPLE SIZE AT CONFIDENCE
INTERVAL 5%

3,700

349

370,000

384

37,000

3.7 million
37million

370 million

3700 million

829

381

1,038

385

1,067

385
385
385

TABLE 6: QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS SAMPLE SIZE
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SAMPLE SIZE AT CONFIDENCE
INTERVAL 3%

1,065
1,067
1,067
1,067

QUALITATIVE
ANALYSIS
FIGURE 6: “DALAL STREET” OPENING SCREEN
The qualitative study was administered in-personto use as they saw fit throughout the game. In each
and online to 117 participants who were mutualscenario participants were asked to select a product

fund investors but did not work in the mutual fundto invest in, or choose a statement that best reflected
industry. The participants had age, income, andtheir feelings about a given scenario. Each scenario
geographical characteristics that were consistent withwas accompanied by the opportunity to read general
the demographics of the Indian mutual fund industry.information (which was free and did not require

game cash) and pay for professional advice, which

The qualitative study consisted of an online “game”did require game cash. Throughout the game, all of
that presented each participant with differentthe participant’s decisions were recorded. Once the
mutual fund related scenarios. After providing someparticipant finished the game, we conducted in-depth
of their investment and demographic information,interviews’ (IDIs) to understand the motivations that
participants were given a “portfolio” and game cashdrove decision-making throughout the game.
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<35
YEARS

35-45
YEARS

45-60
YEARS

Bangalore

11

5

1

Delhi

11

2

2

Mumbai

11

Pune

2

CITY

Chennai

Hyderabad
Other
Total

2
3

4
1
8

18

15

58

38

3

>60
YEARS

2
2
2
6
15

TABLE 7: QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS SAMPLE SIZE

2

1
3
6

FIGURE 8: “DALAL STREET” INSTRUCTIONS PAGE
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TOTAL

17
10
15
6

22
42
5

117

FIGURE 7: “DALAL STREET” WELCOME PAGE

FIGURE 9: “DALAL STREET” EXAMPLE SCENARIO

RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS
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LEGENDS
Results from
QUANTITATIVE STUDY
N-MF

MF

MF+E

ALL
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Results from
QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

Non-Mutual Fund Investors
Mutual Fund Investors
Mutual Fund Investors and
Equity Investors [Capital Markets]
Non-Investors [NI], Equity
Investors [EI] and Mutual Fund
Investors [MFI]

INVESTOR MENTAL MODELS

CHAPTER 6A

PREFACE

SETTING THE SCENE

Before launching into our specific findings, we want

mindset - both of which can trigger engagement or

Final Mile we believe that when it comes to decision-

deficit mindset, not determined by absolute income,

to provide a quick note about the investor context. At
making, the context is one of the three fundamental

determinants of human behavior along with user
mental models and the emotional state of the user.

Due to the critical nature of the context, we strive
to create realistic context-conditions in all of our

EthnolabsTM scenarios. The strength of our insights

and the success of our research and strategies are

avoidance with mutual funds. Most investors are in a

but by an income lower than what is required to satisfy
their immediate aspirations. People in the surplus

mindset have disposable incomes greater than their
aspirations and are more likely to find mutual funds
relevant to achieving their goals. As a result, they are
more likely to engage in mutual funds.

grounded in replicating authentic experiences for our
study participants, beginning with context. Investing

is an activity with many variables that can influence
behavior; however, in this study we found that the
single biggest determinant of investor engagement

with mutual funds is the investor’s mindset – a function

of the relationship between (a) current income and
(b) current aspirations of the investor.

We refer to the dynamic relationship of these two
factors as the Income-Aspiration Paradigm, which puts

the investor in either a “deficit” mindset or a “surplus”
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CHAPTER 6B

BEGINNING
THE MUTUAL
FUND INVESTOR
JOURNEY:
POTENTIAL
INVESTOR

It is clear from this study that the mindset of an

feel mutual funds are: risky and volatile, complex and

responsibilities, drastically colours their perception

them. These investors have to overcome barriers such

investor, both in terms of financial assets and familial

of mutual funds. From this study, we at Final Mile
have designated those who do not invest in mutual

funds are generally in a “deficit” frame of mind and

as a result, primarily think of mutual funds as a rich

as unfamiliarity, volatility, complexity; and as a result

they find it easier to invest in familiar asset classes and
avoid mutual fund investment altogether.

man’s product. They do not find mutual funds relevant

On average, non-mutual fund investors are younger

of investing in the future when they are in a surplus

age does not determine an investor’s engagement

at that point in time but leave open the possibility
frame. Interestingly, one finding from the study was
that, most non-mutual fund investors are aware that

there is a low minimum amount required to invest in
mutual funds, but these investors quoted a minimum
amount (personal limit) to start investments that

were significantly higher than the amount quoted by
actual mutual fund investors because they believe that

mutual funds are for the wealthy and they have not yet

achieved high enough level of wealth. Additionally, the

most popular reasons why non-mutual fund investors
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technical, or nobody recommended mutual funds to

choose not to invest in mutual funds is because they

than mutual fund investors. As stated earlier, however,

with mutual funds, their context, earning capacity, and

aspirations are more important determinants. The
biggest difference in the context of investors who have

never invested in mutual funds and that of mutual fund

investors is an increase in the number of dependents
in their family.

Ch | 6Bi. THE
			
ENGAGEMENT GAP

Though mutual funds are gaining popularity among

Both of these segments - taxpayers (non-mutual fund

class, there is still a large segment of the tax paying

mutual fund investors. These populations, however,

tax-payers with slow and steady growth in the asset
population that can and should begin investing in

mutual funds as a means to achieve their financial

goals. There is also a large segment of the middle and

lower-middle class of the Indian population that is
currently out of the tax net but do save in traditional

asset classes (gold, land, etc.) who should also be

encouraged to access and benefit from capital markets
through mutual funds.

Too risky/volatile

27%
30%

Too complicated
Bad Experience with
advisors/distributors

13%

Nobody recommended

24%

Not as exciting as stocks
0%

5%
5%

10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

FIGURE 10: WHY HAVE SOME RESPONDENTS
NEVER INVESTED IN MUTUAL FUNDS?
(N=384)

investors) and non tax payers - can be seen as potential
are not familiar with either equities in general, mutual

funds specifically, or both. These segments anchor to
certainty of both capital and returns in the short term,
which blinds them against potential higher returns in

the long-term. Industry stakeholders should seek to
help potential investors become more familiar with
the trade-off between short-term volatility of capital
markets with the prospect of higher future returns.

Our quantitative study revealed that the three biggest

barriers to Mutual Fund investments are the perception
that the asset class is: risky/volatile, complicated and
technical, and that nobody recommended investing in
them.

N-MF

30% respondents- the highest- found
mutual funds too complicated.
27% of the respondents found them to be
too risky or volatile.
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MUTUAL FUNDS
ENGAGEMENT GAP
Indian Population (125 crores)

WHY HAVE SOME
INVESTORS NEVER
INVESTED IN MFS
The mutual fund distribution reach is not long enough. In order
to reduce engagement gap, the distribution channels need to be

Non-Tax Payers (121.25 crores)
Tax Payers {ITA} (3.75 crores)
Non-MF (1.85 crores)
MF (1.9 crores)

strengthened because currently, the proportion of distributors is not
enough to serve the eligible investor base. Compared to other asset
classes, like bank FDs, which have higher distribution networks
and higher uptake, mutual fund uptake remains low because it has
significantly fewer points of distribution. If we make the assumption
that anyone who has invested in bank FD is also a potential mutual
fund investor, from the chart to the right, the total number of
potential investors (i.e. FD holders: 106,198,899) serviced by the

FIGURE 11: MUTUAL FUNDS ENGAGEMENT GAP
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total number of registered mutual fund advisors (53,785) yields half
the total distribution coverage compared to bank FD coverage.

The Indian mutual fund industry is witnessing an engagement gap between younger, lower
income investors and older, wealthier investors.
ASSETS
INVESTED

Banks
(incl. RRBs)

FD, PPF

MF
Distributor

# OF
DISTRIBUTION
POINTS
102,343

# OF
DEPOSITORS/
INVESTORS

INVESTORS PER EACH
DISTRIBUTION POINT

106,198,899

53,785

MF

These clients have a lower earning capacity compared

17,000,000

YEAR

1,038

2013

360

2015

PPF/PF

5%

Bond

18%

Gold

28%

Real Estate

31%

Stocks

19%

TABLE 9: INVESTOR EXPLORATION OF OTHER ASSET
CLASSES PRIOR TO MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENT

>45 years

disposable income [Table 9], leaving little room cognitive or financial - to engage with less familiar

asset classes like mutual funds. Compounding this
challenge is the fact that mutual fund distributors may

not find it remunerative to make overtures to these
deficit framed clients. The more access to mutual funds

more familiar the investor will be with mutual funds
as an asset class.

THOSE NOT INVESTED
IN MF, N=300
63%

competing priorities that have laid claim to their

that investors have through distribution channels, the

TABLE 8: DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL AS A FACTOR OF ENGAGEMENT GAP

FD

to their older counterparts. There already exist

FIGURE 12: WHICH AGE GROUPS ARE
LESS LIKELY TO HAVE MUTUAL FUNDS
RECOMMENDED TO THEM?
N=384

15%

N-MF
35-45 years

17%

<35 years
0%

29%
25%

50%

In fact our quantitative study reveals
that 29% of younger investors are not
investing in Mutual Funds because
nobody from their family, social circle,
etc. is recommending them.
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BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE IN ACTION
Familiarity Heuristic

Real-Life Example:

Final Mile Study-Related Example:

The Familiarity Heuristic was posited by Nobel laureate

The heuristic is demonstrated in consumer products,

In the investment context, when the outcomes of

The heuristic or “rule of thumb” simply means that

declining quality or the introduction of better products

for example equity - investors prefer more certain and

Daniel Kahneman and his associate Amos Tversky.

people prefer familiar situations, locations, products
and people over unfamiliar ones. This holds especially

true in high-pressure situations when the outcomes
of their choices are far in the future and uncertain. In

these scenarios, people experience greater cognitive
load and they seek comfort in familiarity.
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where patrons stick with familiar brands despite
by competitors.

investments are uncertain in the minds of investors -

familiar products such as gold, real estate, and fixed
deposits. These are the most familiar asset classes to

the Indian Investor. Stocks, mutual funds, and bonds
are less familiar.

KEY INSIGHTS &
RECOMMENDATIONS
The

overarching

recommendation

is

that

transfer (DBT) schemes. Some of the eligibility/ KYC

for the GOI to signal to the investor that mutual

to familiarize investors with equity in order to signal

PAN card, the government can use Aadhaar-seeded

thereby familiarizing the investor with mutual funds

Government of India (GOI) needs to take measures
them that equity is a desirable asset class to invest

in. Non-mutual fund investors are unaware of the
features and benefits of the mutual fund asset class

and as a result, they generally think it is risky and

volatile in the short-term; they won’t invest despite
long-term wealth creation opportunities.

For rural people with only 500 rupees in their bank

account, to become more familiar with the equity

asset class - small ticket size and defaults - the
government can help legitimize equity investment.
Currently,

the

Know

Your

Customer

(KYC)

requirement of a Permenant Account Number (PAN)
card reinforces the perception that mutual funds are
for rich people.

The GOI can incorporate designated mutual fund
products as an option for some of their direct benefit

criteria can be simplified; for example, instead of
bank accounts for authentication. This intervention
would reduce the entry barriers for non-income tax

assesses who do have savings, thereby familiarizing
this segment with the asset class. Some progress has
been made in this regard*.

We can see that the younger population in general is
not engaging with mutual funds as much as desired
by industry stakeholders and as compared to capital

markets in other countries. Tax efficiency and shortterm benefits, however, do spur engagement among

the younger population in the form of Equity-Linked
Savings Scheme (ELSS). Similarly, the GOI can reach

funds are a viable long-term investment option,

and the notion of short-term volatility for long-term
payouts.

The GOI/ SEBI should acknowledge the role of inperson to interactions between the distributor and

investor. As we have witnessed in our study (as well

as the SEBI Investor Study 2015), investors prefer
and seek out one-on-one interactions with their
advisors and those investors who invest through

advisors, have better knowledge of mutual funds

and display better investment behavior towards
mutual funds.

out early on to the ‘soon-to-be’ taxpayer with a

Industry

which GOI can co-pay with the investor in specified

channels as part of investor awareness budgets,

scheme in the vein of Atal Pension Yojana (APY) in

mutual fund schemes that are designed to reward
long-term investments. This would be a good way

* http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/markets/mutual-fund-houses-roll-out-aadhaar-facility-for-investors/article8175429.ece

stake

holders

should

consider

strengthening and expanding the distribution
which

will

directly

influence

knowledge

dissemination and engagement among investors.
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CHAPTER 6C

FAMILIARIZING
AND COPING
WITH THE
MUTUAL FUND
LANDSCAPE

Ch | 6Ci.

DEMOGRAPHIC BREAKUP

The quantitative study reached out to 1,107 legitimate

and public sector professionals are represented to

24% of the participants had investments in capital

people form the other major share, while about half

participants. 52% of them were existing MF investors.
markets but not in MFs, while another 24% had no
capital market investments.

89% of the respondents were male, reflecting

the sample is private-sector professionals. In terms

of industry, IT and non-IT services, financial services,
manufacturing services, are all well represented.

the demographic landscape of investors in India.

Finally, the size of the participants investments also

up of the participants, with 44% being below 35, 31%

had portfolios smaller than 3 lac, while all other

Demographics were also reflected in the age breakbeing between 35 and 45 years of age, 20% being
between 45 and 60, and a small percentage being
above 60.

The break-up of education levels demonstrates the

quality of the sample. Only 7% were non-graduates,

while 49% of the respondents had post-graduate or
professional degrees.
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some extent. Self-employed professionals and business

The same goes for sector of employment - unemployed

reflects the age demographic. 37% of the participants

brackets including the >50 lac bracket, were equally
well-represented.

All Respondents

Only Non-Investors

n=262

Graduate

Female

45 48

Male

89

92

All figures are in %

Non-graduate

n=1107
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Post-graduate/Professional

>50 lacs

44

25 - 50 lacs

7 8
11 8

ti o

n

mployment
By E

9

I
By
16
20

Not employed

19

27

29
Manufacturing and engineering
(exc. IT)

11

nd
us
try

t
en
By Investm e
nc
Experie

3

5

13

20

27

31

19 17

24

Information Technology

FIGURE 13: DEMOGRAPHIC FEATURES OF MUTUAL FUND INVESTORS

< 35 Years

45 - 60 Years

24
52

> 60 Years

Financial Services

Other

57

35 - 45 Years

23 18

All Other Services

n=262 (only FDs , SB ACs &
Non MF)

44

By
A

12

Salaried: Public sector

ge

8

< 3 lacs

54

46

3 - 5 lacs
37

58

Salaried: Private sector

9

18
2
13 1

16

11 7

21 13

Self-employed professional
(architect, doctor, etc.)

5 - 10 lacs

8

By

By Educa

19

G

r

3
t
4
tmen
ves Size
In
io
By rtfol
Po

Own business

de
en

10 - 25 lacs

Existing MF Investors

Potential MF Investors with experience in Equity

Potential MF Investors without experience in Equity
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Ch | 6Cii.

CHANGE IN CONTEXT DRIVES ENGAGEMENT

EVENTS THAT TRIGGER
ENGAGEMENT

COPING WITH HIGH
COGNITIVE LOAD

Our study shows, however, that relevance of,

The Excessive Focus on Returns: Once an investor

time, usually coinciding with one of the number

cognitively burdensome investment world and

and preference for, mutual funds changes over
of personal events. Although a deficit minded
investor might not engage with mutual funds

initially, he can be influenced to engage through
one or more of the following instances.
Short-term goals (tax saving)

Addition of dependents (marriage,
childbirth, etc)

Increase in salary/ Surplus wealth
Satiation of familiar asset classes

Social proof (family, friends, media, social
reference group, etc.)

Recommendation (financial distributor,
advisor)
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engages with mutual funds, they enter a new,
are bombarded with and expected to absorb new
nomenclature, technicalities, features, and mutual

fund choices. As a means to cope in this new context,

the new mutual fund investor develops a mental model
to evaluate mutual fund performance: the highest
performing fund is the best fund. Choosing a fund is a

much more complex process and should not be solely
based on returns; other important factors must be
considered such as type of fund, fund asset allocation,

risk propensity and goal duration. This mental model
may explain the popularity of the stock market and
mutual funds among new retail investors during the

last phases of bull markets where investors anchor on

previous performance and make investments at the
wrong time.

Investors’ excessive focus on the rudimentary metric

of returns not only leads to a misalignment of product
choices but also causes over-inflated expectations

and disappointment when those returns do not come
to fruition. This expectation discrepancy is fueled
by

their own investment experience in familiar

asset classes, which is an unfair reference point. For
example, they perceive FDs as carrying practically
“zero” risk and yield ~8% in returns; hence, because

mutual funds are perceived as riskier, investors
expect to be compensated with considerable higher
returns compared to their expectation from FDs. This
behavior aligns with an observed mental model that
higher risk yields higher returns.

In spite of using these mental models to evaluate

mutual funds, investors find the process of choosing
and transacting mutual funds to be fraught with

difficulty. Many of these new entrants limit their

exposure to mutual funds to small denominations or
withdraw from the asset class all together.

FIGURE 14: INCREASING LIKELIHOOD OF
INVESTING IN MUTUAL FUNDS AS NUMBER OF
DEPENDENTS INCREASE | N=574

MF

mutual fund investors with “0” dependents (41%)

and those with “1” dependent (69%). The trend

remains relatively stable for those with 2 (65%), 3
(70%), and 4 or more (66%) dependents as well.

4 & up

66%

3

70%

2

65%
69%

1
0

There is a dramatic spike in the percentage of

41%

Respondents with no dependents were
41% likely to invest in MFs. This likelihood
jumped to 69% for respondents who had
one dependent.

The earning capacity of a person who adds a

dependent (through marriage or birth of a child) does
not automatically increase as a result, but the increase

in the number of dependents does “nudge” an investor
to:

(a) shoulder more responsibility and

(b) think about the long-term financial well being of
his family as opposed to short-term goals.

This person is still in a deficit mindset, but the
presence of a dependent significantly alters his

context; now mutual funds are more relevant than
before because they offer a means to stretch his limited
savings to generate enough returns to adequately
cover his additional financial responsibilities.

The increase in number of dependents is a necessary
trigger to engage with mutual funds but for some, it
may not be sufficient to result in investments.
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High
LOW

EARNING
CAPACITY
High

NONE/ LOW

DEPENDENTS

INCREASED

Low

None/ Low

DEPENDENTS

HIGH

High

Low

LOW

EARNING
CAPACITY

DEPENDENTS

High

High

Low

NONE/ LOW

DECREASING

EARNING
CAPACITY

NO TRIGGER/NUDGE

LOW RELEVANCE FOR MF

ZERO TO LOW
ENGAGEMENT

DEPENDENTS

the height of his earning capacity. He generates enough
surplus after meeting all of his debt and personal
obligations and at this point the investor enters a two
step process:

High

HIGHER

EARNING
CAPACITY

The next context shift occurs when an investor reaches

High

RESPONSIBILITY &
OBLIGATION

HIGH RELEVANCE FOR MF

HIGH
ENGAGEMENT

Satiation		
Exploration

Here the investor has explored and satiated his
SATIATION &
EXPLORATION

HIGH RELEVANCE FOR MF

appetite for familiar asset classes, their risk appetitie
HIGH
ENGAGEMENT

has also increased, and they are ready to venture

into unfamiliar asset classes, in order to optimize the
surplus for continuous wealth creation.

When a person has accumulated wealth but
WEALTH
PRESERVATION &
REDUCE RISK

LOW RELEVANCE
FOR MF

has a lower earning capacity and also has fewer
LOW
ENGAGEMENT

dependents, mutual funds become less relevant
to achieving his long term goals but can become
an important vehicle to maintain their current

FIGURE 15: MUTUAL FUND ENGAGEMENT TRIGGERED BY DEPENDENTS & SATIATION/ EXPLORATION
OF OTHER ASSET CLASSES

level of wealth. This kind of customer is uniquely

endowed with deep life and investment experiences,
understands their limitations in knowledge of finance,
and is most likely to seek advice.
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“

I first invested in gold…for
around 3 years continuously, I
was investing…So after 5 years, I
approximately got twice of what
I invested…then I tried to invest
money in different things. Then I
started investing in FD, because
the FD rates shot up…Then I got to
know I could invest in stocks; I can
invest in mutual funds…

”

70

66

63

Those INVESTED in MF, n=684

All figures are %

53

52

Those NOT INVESTED in MF, n=300

38
18

25

28

31
19

5
FD

PPF/PF

Bond

Gold

Real Estate

Stocks

FIGURE 16: MUTUAL FUND VS. NON-MUTUAL FUND INVESTORS: HOW LIKELY
ARE THEY TO INVEST IN OTHER ASSET CLASSES?

ALL
Respondents who have invested in MFs
are more likely to invest in every other
asset class than those who have not
invested in MFs.
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BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE IN ACTION

Commitment devices as
“self-control” aids

Real-Life Example:

Final Mile Study-Related Example:

Commitment devices are used as “self-control” aids to

Behavioral economics literature has several examples

Personal context acts as a self-control mechanism

a cause at a future date (long-term commitments).

in the future, thereby ensuring that one remains

A sudden increase in responsibility, even at a young

counteract discounting of initial commiment towards
Need for such commitment sustenance aids stem from
a desire to remain consistent with one’s positive selfimage.

of commitment devices which limit a person’s choices
committed to a cause. Thaler suggests as a measure
to help quit smoking, writing a high-value check and

asking a friend to cash it the next time they see you
smoke.

thus forming a commitment device

age - due to the death of the wage-earner, the birth
of a child, or marriage - results in a higher level of

commitment to secure the future finances of these
dependents (for their future financial well-being) and
provides greater propensity to engage with mutual

funds as a means to generate long-term wealth. This
heightened feeling of responsibility provides a greater
propensity to engage with mutual funds as a means to
generate long-term wealth.
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KEY INSIGHTS &
RECOMMENDATIONS
KEY INSIGHTS

Without any change in the level of income, a change

in the number of dependents is enough to trigger
mutual fund engagement

Surplus wealth triggers engagement: level of income
comfortably exceeds expenses and obligations,

irrespective of other changes in one’s personal
context

RECOMMENDATIONS

Investors with low engagement with MFs
GOI should consider giving a sublimit within section
80C for ELSS to influence young investors to engage
with this asset class to gain familiarity. This would
be very valuable in their future financial life-cycle.

Investors with high engagement with MFs (because
of responsibility)
The context for this customer is a new personal

responsibility and this period is fraught with anxiety

are searching for high yielding but less volatile

this dependent(s) financial well being. One-on-one

instance debt mutual fund products) that have these

and uncertainty about how to go about securing
counseling and engagement are the best ways to
impart knowledge and facilitate investment. SEBI

should facilitate the strengthening and expansion of

products. There are mutual fund products (for
features and should be communicated through
segmented marketing.

the distribution capability and access to services.

SEBI should communicate their world class “checks

Investors with high engagement with MFs (because

market structure – specifically in mutual funds –

of satiation/ exploration of other asset classes)
These investors are aspiration-oriented and more
susceptible to miss-selling in the hopes of accruing

high returns. SEBI should direct Investor Awareness

and balances” they have in place within the capital

for safeguarding investor interests. Awareness of
these measures would make the investor more
comfortable about investing in this asset class.

Programs (IAPs) on prudent investment practices

and products as well as means to redress missselling need to be communicated.

Investors with high MF relevance but lower
e n ga g e m e n t
AMCs should design products that cater to the
unique requirements of people in this context who
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SOURCE OF FUNDS MATTERS

Another interesting theme that emerged from our
research is the power of mental accounts. Humans
organise money into different mental accounts and

treat those accounts differently. For example a person
divides his income into different expense “buckets”

like rent, food, travel, entertainment, etc and these

SCENARIO
You have booked profits of Rs. 10,70,850 on selling your ancestral land, and are waiting to deploy this
lumpsum for long term wealth creation. Among the following, chose the option that you find MOST
APPROPRIATE for this purpose:

distinct labels make it difficult for a person to change

Pay downpayment for a
primary/secondary house

Invest in gold/silver

Similarly people also “bucket” their money

Invest in Equity Mutual
Funds for retirement

Buy land of
equivalent amount

the amount of money from one account to an other.

based on where it came from. This kind of
mental accounting was specifically seen during
our immersive study, wherein the source of an
investor’s funds played a role in shaping investor
behavior. During the qualitative research there was

a scenario in which the participant received a large
profit from selling their ancestral land and then had

to decide which investment product to reinvest those
profits. 60% of the participants elected to invest in one
of the familiar products – land, down payment, or gold

– while only 40% decided to invest in a mutual fund
product.
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FIGURE 17: GAME SCENARIO: WHERE TO INVEST PROFIT FROM SELLING ANCESTRAL LAND?
RESPONSE BY MUTUAL FUND INVESTORS
MUTUAL FUND INVESTORS N=117

21%

Buy Land

Down payment for house
Invest in MF

Invest in Gold

Familiar Asset Classes

32%

39%

9%
Mutual Funds

The “profits earned” during this scenario came from

most common response of all options being a large cap

points to the endowment effect, which is the idea that

familiar products – combined to form just 30% of the

a source that was within the participant’s control and
people ascribe more value to things merely because
they own them. On a deeper level, because these
participants “earned” these profits (from effort

within their control), they placed this money in

mutual fund. Gold, house, and land – the traditionally
investment preferences of the participants.

This complete preference reversal between the “land

profit” scenario and the “aunt’s inheritance” scenario

earmarked for investment in a more familiar asset

can be explained by Mental Accounting:

class.

When an investor receives an unexpected windfall

a distinct “earnings” mental account which was

(i.e. inheritance, bonus, etc.) he enters this sum into

familiar asset classes such as mutual funds.

participants selected a mutual fund product, with the

SCENARIO

34%

House
(Rent yielding)

Gold

Tax free bonds
(@8% p.a for 20 years)

Land

MORE INFO (free)

DONE
GET ADVICE (paid)

FIGURE 18: GAME SCENARIO: WHERE TO INVEST AUNT’S INHERITANCE?
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Small cap MF
(Expected returns 7%-32%)

9%
2%
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Micro cap MF
(Expected returns 2%-37%)

Mid cap MF
(Expected returns 12%-27%)

15%

1%

ld

Large cap MF
(Expected returns 17%-22%)

19%
14%

Go

Surprise! Surprise!
Your spouse has just received Rs. 1100000 as an inheritence from an aunt. You both want to invest this
sum for retirement. Among the following, choose the option MOST APPROPRIATE for this purpose:

Ca

large inheritance from their aunt. Conversely, 65% of

bonus” account) and is more likely to explore less

ro

participants received an inflow of cash in the form of a

an entirely different mental account (“windfall or

M
ic

There was another scenario in our EthnolabTM in which

Familiar Asset Classes

Mutual Funds

RESPONSE BY MUTUAL FUND
INVESTORS
MUTUAL FUND INVESTORS N=117
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Mental Accounting

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE IN ACTION
Final Mile Study-Related Example::

Mental accounting refers to the tendency for people

This was observed in our participants who had a greater propensity towards embedded Mutual Fund products.

compartments based on certain criteria, such as source

for it as “sharing profits of the manufacturers with their distributors.” The mental account of the investor is that

to separate their money or gains into distinct

of the money, its intended use or its corresponding
emotional attachment.

When they were made aware of embedded fees paid to the distributor for MF purchase, they justified their support
the “fee” being earned by the distributor is actually somebody else’s money. The same participants were averse
to paying transaction or advisory fees out of their own pockets, especially when it was upfront, which they view
as a loss from their personal account. This is a classic display of different “mental accounts” for transactions,
considering that the customer is paying the same amount in both cases.

House Money Effect
The tendency for investors to take more and greater
risks when investing with profits. The house money
effect gets its name from the casino phrase “playing

with the house’s money.” The house money effect was

first described by Richard H. Thaler and Eric J. Johnson
of the Johnson Graduate School of Management of
Cornell University.
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Real-Life Example:

Final Mile Study-Related Example:

Take a gambler who has brought $ 300 to the casino to

Participants in the game, when presented with a

will put $ 300 into one pocket and think of that money

that sum in a riskier investment and less familiar

bet, and finds himself up $ 200 early in the evening. He
as his own money, and put the $ 200 worth of chips he
has won in a different pocket

windfall inheritance, were more likely to invest
investments such as equity investments, as compared
to cases where the money was “earned” or given to
them over a period of time.

KEY INSIGHTS &
RECOMMENDATIONS
Even among experienced mutual fund investors, mental accounts strongly influence behavior.
‘Earned’ money is more likely to be reinvested in familiar products.
Windfall money (bonus or unexpected lumpsum) is more likely to be invested in less familiar products like
mutual funds as it puts them in a surplus frame.

Sensitivity to customers mental accounts in the design of appropriate communications/ framing of mutual
fund value proposition.
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SOCIAL NORMS (SOCIAL PROOF AND AUTHORITY)
STRONGLY INFLUENCE DECISIONS

In addition to the source of funds, the investor’s social
group and reference points also play an influential role.

SCENARIO

In the immersive EthnolabTM exercise, participants

Your uncle, who is rich, is a PhD scholar working at IIT. He mentioned that while
considering investments he made good money out of Mutal Funds investments.

were presented with the opportunity to invest in

a specialized sector fund. The participants were

The following are the details of the MF product he had invested in:

recommended this product by a highly accomplished
relative (rich, PhD scholar, working at IIT) who also

invested in the same product and made good returns.
Even though the product was likely unsuitable for
the majority of investors – because this particular
fund carried high risk – 73% of the participants
followed their relative’s advice and invested.

Specialised Sector Fund:
1. Private Equity (PE) Mutual Fund run by a reputed MNC.
2. The MNC has more than 7 deades of experience.
3. Will invest in high growth potential start up companies.
Do you wish to invest in this product?

INVEST

DON’T INVEST

MORE INFO (free)

GET ADVICE (paid)

FIGURE 19: GAME SCENARIO: INVEST IN PRODUCT RECOMMENDED BY WEALTHY UNCLE?
RESPONSE BY MUTUAL FUND INVESTORS
MUTUAL FUND INVESTORS N=117

We posit that at times of uncertainty and

27%
Don’t invest

73%
Invest

ambiguity towards an unfamiliar product, societal
norms acts as social proof and appeal/direction
from an authority figure can influence investors’
investment decisions.
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Social Proof

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE IN ACTION
Real-Life Example:

Final Mile Study-Related Example::

Social Proof is a phenomenon where decision makers,

Examples of social proof are seen in marketing of

Our game study brought up an interesting case of

knowledge about the situation than they do, and

online channels such as social media. Several

investment advice from an avuncular figure who had

believe that the surrounding people possess more
assume the actions of others in an attempt to reflect

correct behavior. A related concept, contagion, refers
to the quick socialisation of such behavior within
groups. Research on conformity has been popular

since the 1930s, and Robert Cialdini as well as Daniel

Kahneman popularised it from a behavioral science
perspective.

various products and services, especially through
e-commerce companies use a democratic rating

system to make some products seem more popular,
thus enticing more customers to believe in “wisdom

of the crowd” and purchase these products for
themselves. After purchase, the website section that

says “people who bought X also purchased A, B and C”
is also a technique that employs social proof.

Authority Bias

Real-Life Example:

Similarly, being biased towards an opinion or decision

Common examples are the use of authority figures

because it has been cited or endorsed by those who
people consider to be an “expert” is another common

misplaced trust in authority; Participants followed
Ph.D. in Physics and studied at Indian Institute of
Technology, completely ignoring the possibility that

he may have no expertise in financial and investment
matters. Both social proof and authority bias also

explain the forces of resistance against switching to
mutual funds from traditional assets — risks related
to capital markets are considered to be “common

knowledge” by the friends and acquaintances of
participants who did not invest in MFs.

such as doctors in advertising consumer products.

effect.
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REASONS FOR DISSATISFACTION AMONG
MF INVESTORS

Once an investor begins investing in mutual funds, their

was focused solely on returns. Among the four

dramatically. For example, in the previous section it

among mutual fund investors were volatility (9%) and

perception of mutual fund as an asset class changes
was noted that the primary barriers to mutual fund
investment that non-mutual fund investors faced
were: deficits in the income-aspiration calculation

and lack of familiarity, with contributing factors such

as - risk/ volatility, lack of technical knowledge of

the product, and the fact that nobody recommended
them. Once customers do invest in mutual funds,
however, their perception shifts. When mutual fund

options, the reasons least likely to cause dissatisfaction
technical difficulties (8%). This illustrates that mutual

fund investors singularly define their experience with

mutual funds according to their funds’ performance in
the form of expected returns. This brings to mind an

adage among the finance industry, “Indian investors
want three things from their mutual fund investment:
returns, returns, returns.”

investors were asked what features of their mutual

One possible explanation for this change in perception

resounding response was, “the returns were too low”

that once people cross these unfamiliar barriers to

fund investment experience dissatisfied them, the
(61%) which was followed distantly by, “the returns
took too long” (21%). Taken together, over 82% of

mutual fund investors” perception of mutual funds

“
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- and subsequent discrepancy in expectations - is
invest, they expect high returns to compensate for
their percieved risk taking by investing in mutual

funds. Even though 82% of mutual fund investors

I go for mutual fund investments for good returns not for goals

”

FIGURE 20: WHY WERE MF INVESTORS
DISSATISFIED WITH THEIR INVESTMENTS?
N=485
300

298

225

150

75

103
46

0
Returns were too low

Returns took too long

Volatility

Technical difficulties

39

report returns as the main factor for dissatisfaction

(lower than expected; long gestation period to reap
returns), 78% of this same population report that

they are satisfied with their mutual fund distributors.
This clearly shows that their dissatisfaction is rooted

in the product’s performance and not the distributors
performance. There are too many variables for most

investors to consider when evaluating the performance

of their mutual fund so they tend to anchor themselves
on the most salient feature among them which in
this case is ‘returns’. The distributor offers critical

handholding services to investors during periods of
poor performance and market uncertainty to assuage

the dissonance and help investors persist with their
wealth journeys and long-term financial plans.

FIGURE 21: FOR INVESTORS WHO HAVE BEEN DISSATISFIED WITH THEIR INVESTMENTS: THEIR
OPINION OF FINANCIAL ADVISORS

9% POOR
13% AVERAGE
15% EXCELLENT
24% GOOD
39% VERY GOOD
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BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE IN ACTION
Endowment Effect

Final Mile Study-Related Example:

The Endowment Effect is explained by a simple hypothesis that people ascribe a higher value to things they own,

Similarly, our study shows that participants who

with allied concepts such as framing and opportunity cost, the endowment effect was first specifically defined

a degree of comfort. The propensity to continue

or stems that are a part of their “endowment”, over things that they do not own. Though economists are familiar
by Richard Thaler.

Real-Life Example:
The effect is well-explained by early developments in the credit card industry, when service providers (such as

fuel stations) showed displeasure about who should pay for the surcharges of credit card transactions. They
believed that the costs should be passed on to customers, effectively displaying price discrimination between
those customers paying by card and those paying cash. The credit card companies understandably disliked this

development, and attempted to “frame” the price discrimination differently: instead of the practice being viewed

as card customers being charged a premium, it was portrayed as cash customers availing for a discount. The
credit card users were merely paying a “regular price”. The credit card companies fought so hard for this framing

because they were familiar with the principle behind the endowment effect. Had the price discrimination been
framed differently, say those who paid with their cards being charged a premium, customers would have felt

cheated. They would have believed that with their purchase they owned the fuel they paid for and should not be

required to pay an additional surcharge for something they already owned. Thus, the way the cost was framed
- a surcharge or discount (whether out-of-pocket or not), made a fundamental difference to user’s view of the
transaction.
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already own particular asset classes view them with

to investing in FDs and real estate stems from this
powerful bias of familarity. This explains why potential

investors have a difficult time to switch from assets
that they already own and are familiar with- such
as savings accounts and fixed deposits, to unfamilar
assets like Mutual Funds.

This was displayed in the different ways in which
Mutual Fund investments were viewed by existing

investors and non-investors. The “value” ascribed to
the utility of an MF investment by those who had not

invested in MFs in the past was negative in nature. This
was evidenced by their overwhelming cynicism about

the risk and volatility factors related to this asset class.

KEY INSIGHTS &
RECOMMENDATIONS
Investors focus solely on returns
Help Investor articulate and set financial goals and then offer appropriate products to achieve those goals with
appropriate qualifications

Frame value proposition with qualification about past and future performance at time
of sale.

Manage expectation discrepancy by qualifying expected returns
Gain customer’s trust (and retain customer because of increased level of trust).
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ADVICE GAP: SUPPLY & DEMAND FACTORS

The advice gap refers to the set of current mutual

There are two harmful effects for those investors

financial plan and adhere to it. The preoccupation

to advisory services because of the following reasons:

continue investing but select poor products, and buy

term goal definition and thus marginalizes the

fund investors who do not, or no longer, have access

who are not able to access advisory services: (a) they

with short-term goals weakens an investor’s long-

and sell products at the wrong time, and/ or (b) they

role of an advisor as a long-term wealth planner.

undercut their own long-term wealth creation efforts.

Investors consider mutual fund advisors as mere

fund offer)

The Indian mutual fund industry is already witnessing

unfamiliar products to younger clients because the

investor

investors, and older, wealthier investors. Younger,

1

Demand-side

a) One-time engagements (i.e. tax saving, new
b) Not enough surplus to continue as an active
c) The view that advisors are purely

transactional (transaction facilitator)

2 Supply-side
a) Shortfall of distributors

b) Distributors do not find engagement with
small investment amounts remunerative

withdraw from the asset class entirely and severely

an organic advice gap between younger, less wealthy
less wealthy investors are victimised by present bias

- the tendency to opt for immediate short term gains
at the expense of long term gains, thus temporally

discounting the rewards of the future. This present
bias makes these investors see mutual funds primarily

as a medium to achieve short-term financial goals or

invest in order to avail tax benefits. Younger investors
are inherently less experienced and have a more
difficult time anticipating their future financial needs,

known as the empathy gap with their future selves.
This gap, coupled with a lack of investible surplus,

makes it harder for them to establish a long-term
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transaction facilitators. Mutual funds are still

social norm for investing in mutual funds does not

exist and these investors are not exposed to them

from within their family circles. Their investments are
best described as exploratory jabs, behavior typically
characterized by low and infrequent investments as
opposed to more disciplined and sustained investment
behavior that is typical of an advised client.

REASONS FOR INVESTING IN MUTUAL FUNDS
SHORT TERM GAINS (<3 YEARS)
N=n/a; (multiple choice question)

42%

32%

22%

10%

FIGURE 22: LIKELIHOOD THAT DIFFERENT AGE GROUPS INVEST
IN MUTUAL FUNDS FOR SHORT-TERM GAINS (< 3 YEARS)

90%

LONG TERM GAINS (>10 YEARS)
N=n/a; (Multiple Choice Question)
78%

68%

>60 years

45-60 years
35-45 years
<35 years

>60 years

45-60 years
58%

FIGURE 24: LIKELIHOOD THAT DIFFERENT AGE GROUPS INVEST
IN MUTUAL FUNDS FOR LONG-TERM GAINS (> 10 YEARS)

35-45 years
<35 years

MF

FOR SHORT TERM GAINS (TAX BENEFITS)
N=n/a; (multiple choice question)
13%

14%

Younger respondents invest in MFs for
quick returns (<3 years) and myopic
14%
purposes such as tax efficiency as
26% compared to older respondents.

FIGURE 23: LIKELIHOOD THAT DIFFERENT AGE GROUPS INVEST IN
MUTUAL FUNDS FOR SHORT-TERM GAINS (TAX BENEFITS; < 3 YEARS)

LONG TERM GAINS RETIREMENT SAVINGS
N=n/a; (Multiple Choice Question)
18%

21%

18%

Older clients invest in MFs for longerterm goals. They also invest for longerterm goals such as retirement savings.

12%

FIGURE 25: LIKELIHOOD THAT DIFFERENT AGE GROUPS INVEST IN
MUTUAL FUNDS FOR LONG-TERM GAINS
(RETIREMENT SAVINGS; > 10 YEARS)
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ADVICE GAP IS
A FUNCTION OF
AGE, WEALTH
AND GOAL

Indian Population (125 crores)
Non-Tax Payers (121.25 crores)

MUTUAL FUND
ENGAGEMENT
GAP

Tax Payers {ITA} (3.75 crores)
Non-MF (1.85 crores)
MF (1.9 crores)

FIGURE 26: MUTUAL FUND ADVICE GAP

KEY INSIGHTS &
RECOMMENDATIONS
The global norm for wealth creation is to start early; However, the advice gap already exists in India,
disproportionately among younger, less wealthy investors.

Investors seek advice only when there is a perceived gap in their knowledge of unfamiliar products.
Demand-side: design investor awareness programs that are customized to younger (less then 35 years)
segment of the population

Supply-side: Make it more remunerative for the distribution channel to advocate for and service younger, less
wealthy customers.
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CHAPTER 6D

DEEPENING MF
ENGAGEMENT
BY SEEKING
EXPERTISE
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VIEW OF ADVISOR

For those investors who do have access to advisory

100%

advisor. The investor is acutely aware of his skill gap

75%

the overwhelming choices available, which causes the

50%

help both choose mutual funds as well as complete

25%

services cope with mutual funds by relying on their
in choosing the appropriate mutual funds from among

investor to heavily rely on the advisor/ distributor to
the transaction. Although choosing (advising) and

transacting (distribution) are two separate actions,

the investor considers both steps as part of the same
service. Consequently, from the investor’s point

of view, advice is implicit in the investor-advisor/
distributor relationship. This relationship is primarily

based on “affective trust,”and is not based on cognitive

trust*. Affective trust pertains to the fact that when
investors are disappointed, they are disappointed in
the product or asset class and not disappointed with
their advisor/ distributor.

* Refer to Page 86.

0%

< 35y

< 35 - 40y

Long-term Planner

Advisor

> 40y

ALL

Facilitator/Transactor

FIGURE 27: HOW INVESTORS VIEW ADVISORS (BY
AGE) | N=1,107

Younger respondents (<35 years) are more likely
to believe that advisors’ chief role is to facilitate
financial transactions.

There is a strong relationship between an

Older respondents are more likely to believe

investor’s age and his perception of the function of

that advisors’ chief role is to guide long-term

a mutual fund advisor.

financial

planning
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In our quantitative study, younger, less wealthy

<35

35-45

45-60

>60

Grand
Total

Comprehensive service

13

12

4

3

32

Robo-advisor

10

11

0

2

23

planning. To these investors, an advisor is a partner in

Tech-savvy

17

1

4

0

22

Trustworthy

18

14

7

1

40

Our qualitative study further cements this claim. When

Grand Total

58

38

15

6

investors were more likely to think of an advisor
primarily as a transaction-facilitator. Older, wealthier
investors on the other hand recognize the value of an
advisor as someone who guides long-term financial
long-term wealth creation.

the 117 participants in our immersive research were
asked about the qualities of an advisor that mattered

most, trustworthiness was the dominant choice across
all age groups. For the 45-35 age group, the second

most popular choice was comprehensive service, but

for the less than 35 age group, tech-savvy was the
second most popular choice. The divergence in valued

characteristics by these two age groups is a function of
different contexts and consequently frames.
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TABLE 10: PREFERRED ADVISOR (BY AGE)
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INVESTORS, THEIR GOALS,
AND THE ROLE OF ADVISORS

CHOOSES
ADVISOR

Investors tended to seek advice only when they
funds. We can infer from these results that investors

CHOOSING MF
PRODUCT

feel that advisors do not have a role in helping them
explore all investment opportunities, setting goals,

and/ or achieving those same financial goals. The
advisors role is to fill the mutual fund skill gaps only
when required, as opposed to a long-term partner in

SELECTS ON
THEIR OWN
MUTUAL FUND
INVESTOR

investor rarely (if ever) sought fee-based advice.

goals, they didn’t recognize the role of the advisor.
confronted the technicalities and nuances of mutual

MUTUAL
FUND
INVESTOR

on the other hand, in an immersive exercise, the

ACHIEVING
GOALS

FIGURE 28: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INVESTORS
AND ADVISORS WHEN CHOOSING PRODUCTS
VERSUS ACHIEVING GOALS
Overall, the relationship among an investor, their
financial goals, and a financial advisor is not clearly

wealth creation.

In our quantitative study, 82% of respondents had a

neutral to positive opinion of advisors. Our immersive

qualitative research portrayed a different picture.
92% of the time, investors across all age and wealth

spectrums, did not seek advice from their financial
advisors to help them achieve their personal goals.

established among all investors. The qualitative study

There is a clear gap between the investor’s

whereby 80% preferred the services of their advisors

hand the investor claims that the advisor is a

revealed a dichotomy in the investors’ preferences

intention and the investor’s behavior. On the one

but when investors were questioned about achieving

long-term partner in achieving financial goals. Yet

KEY INSIGHTS &
RECOMMENDATIONS
Mutual

fund

distributors

should

focus

on

communicating goal-based financial planning’ as

the foundation for long-term engagement with their
clients rather than focusing on the image of being a
“transaction-facilitator”

or

“wealth-maximizer”

Investors do not see advisors as an important link
between their investments and their goals

This dissonance between investments and goals
could be the result of the investor’s lack of goal

clarity and definition and exclusive focus on short
term returns, which makes it difficult for him to
understand how an advisor fits in the investment
picture.
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WHEN IS ADVICE SOUGHT BY INVESTORS?

Investors who do consume advisory services are more likely to use

those services when confronted with mutual fund specific questions.
In our immersive study, of the 20 scenarios, on an average only about
1% of participants paid for advice (~3 (paid for advice)/117 total

participants). There were, however, three scenarios in which the

percentage of participants seeking paid advice jumped to 25-33%.
Despite the fact that participants consistently chose the wrong
products for each investment scenario in both our quant and qual

studies (see sub-section “E,” Investor Knowledge), they still displayed
significant reluctance to opt for paid advice.

SCENARIO
BREAKING NEWS
The one trillion dollar global
consumer Auto Loan Bubble is
beginning to burst.

A FUND WITH EXCELLENT TRACK
RECORD AND PEDIGREE
Invests in fast moving consumer goods
(FMCG) sector for superior returns.

fund products.

context of knowledge gap of mutual fund. When the investment
decision is based on a familar context (goals and choices) such
as diversified equity, large cap mutual fund or other alternatives
like Fixed Deposits, Gold etc., the investor is likely to feel
confident about investing in products without seeking advice.

DO NOTHING
MORE INFO (free)

30/117

paid for advice

SCENARIO

technicalities relating exclusively to mutual funds or specific mutual

suggests that investors seek advice from advisors only in the

SELL OFF IMMEDIATELY

GET ADVICE (paid)

All three of these scenarios tested the participants’ knowledge of

The spike in the number of participants seeking to pay for advice

Now your entire auto
portfolio of Rs. 5 lac that
you invested previously
may be at risk!

Last 2 years has clocked 45%
CAGR returns.

INVEST
DON’T INVEST
MORE INFO (free)
GET ADVICE (paid)

31/117

paid for advice

SCENARIO
NAV of a pharma mutual fund has risen from 7 to 18
“Experts say the
NAV is expected
to rise to 22 in
the next 1 year”

INVEST
DON’T INVEST
MORE INFO (free)
GET ADVICE (paid)

39/117

paid for advice

FIGURE 29: SCENARIOS IN WHICH INVESTORS SEEK FEE-BASED, ADVISORY SERVICE
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OVERCONFIDENCE
BIAS

Behavioral economists define overconfidence as

Perception versus reality: Participants who rated

implies that when it comes to their own judgments,

following split according to their:

a mis-calibration of subjective probabilities. This

people have a subjective confidence that is far higher
than the objective accuracy of those judgments.

Daniel Kahneman, the Nobel laureate in the field,

themselves 4 or 5 as investors (N=384) had the
a) Cognitive Ability

0%

has called overconfidence the single most damaging

of the biases and heuristics that muddy decisionmaking is overconfidence: the kind of optimism that

leads governments to believe that wars are quickly
winnable and capital projects will come in on budget
despite statistics predicting exactly the opposite.

41%

32%

VERY POOR
POOR
AVERAGE

27%

GOOD
VERY GOOD

In an ideal world, a respondent specifying a 95%
confidence interval for his ability would mean that his
responses would include the correct ones 95% of the

time. In reality, it is seen that these rates are far lower

b) Knowledge of Mutual Funds

3%

- closer to 50%.

This was evident in our quantitative research, in

which participants were asked sets of questions to

test their cognitive ability (involving basic arithmetic
and problem solving) and financial (especially Mutual

Fund) knowledge. At the end of the questionnaire,

participants were made to rate themselves as investors
on a scale from 1 to 5 (5 being the best).

25%

32%

VERY POOR
POOR
AVERAGE

40%

GOOD
VERY GOOD

FIGURE 30: DISSONANCE BETWEEN COGNITIVE
ABILITY AND KNOWLEDGE OF MUTUAL FUNDS
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As evident from the chart, less than 1% of the self-

product to save for my children’s education”

rating in either cognitive ability or knowledge of

discrete outcome events show that people are poorly

styled 4/5 rated investors scored a good or very good

Experiments testing respondents’ calibration around

Mutual Funds. The majority of them scored poor or

calibrated. They pretend as though they can make

worse on both question sets.

Two types of overconfidence due to calibration were
tested in the study - scenarios in which participants

had to choose appropriate products for common

investment scenarios, and scenarios which involved
them understanding technicalities of certain products
or certain terms

The first class of calibration are events in which
outcomes are discrete. Examples of these may include
estimations of the following statements:
“Our safety system is foolproof”
“I know the answer to this question”

precise distinctions in their degree of uncertainty

than is objectively the case, and the degree of this
overconfidence increases with the difficulty of the

participants still took their decisions on their own, a

higher number of them paid for advice as compared to
how they respondeded when paced with the discrete
question sets.

This is in line with the testimonials of several

for became more tricky (from children’s education in a

clarifications of technical concepts. However, when it

objectives for choosing an ideal investment product

twenty-year horizon to a corpus for a planned medical

expenditure in the near future), respondents chose to
not pay for advice and take decisions for themselves
- only for unfamiliar situations did participants seek
advice.

The second class of calibration is for probabilities

assigned to continuous variables. Examples of these
may include answers to the following questions:
“How much will this project cost?”

example of the estimation expected from respondents

change in six months?”

scenarios to the ideal investment product for them. An

“By how much will the NAV of this Mutual Fund

would be the following statement:

“By how much will the market fall if the auto-
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input information was compromised. While most

task. This was repeatedly seen in our study: as the

The study asked respondents to match real-life

“I can correctly identify the ideal investment

In such scenarios, people’s ability to compute even

industry

asset-bubble

bursts?”

advisors, who claim that their clients rely on them for
comes to choosing the appropriate product for their
needs, even the most ill-informed investors have

strong opinions. More importantly, they are more
likely to hold on to their beliefs in such cases.

KEY INSIGHTS &
RECOMMENDATIONS
This illustrates the potential risks of moving towards a non-embedded regime where customers are forced to
either pay for advice separately or invest on their own. It is prudent for all stakeholders to conduct a thorough
impact analysis of such a move before moving to an exclusively non-embedded product regime.

Investors seek advice only when there is a perceived gap in their knowledge about unfamiliar products.
Between familiar and unfamiliar asset classes, they will choose to confidently invest in the familiar ones, even
though it might not be the optimal choice.

Between familiar and unfamiliar products within an asset class, they tend to favor the most familiar one, even
though it might not be the optimal choice.
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WILLING TO
COMPENSATE,
NOT WILLING
TO PAY

PREFERENCE FOR EMBEDDED PRODUCTS
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Customers believe that the distributor is getting

with that distributor. Additionally, it signals to the

fees. The investor sees this compensation as the

with those of the investor’s interests.

compensated by the manufacturer through embedded
sharing of the manufacturer’s fees or profit with the
distributor, and thereby does not have mental account
for “advisor fee’s.”

Here, the investor’s mental model is that someone
else’s money is shared with the distributor, not their
own. In the non-embedded option, the investor
must pay for advisory services separately, from
their personal account, which the investor sees as a

direct loss from their account. Ultimately, embedded
products eliminate the burden of evaluating the exact
value (credence good) of an advisor and ensures that

the payout is amortized over the life of the investments
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“

Someone else’s money
(manufacturer’s fees or profit)
is shared with the distributor,
not his own.

”

customer that the distributor’s interests are aligned

Embedded

products also avoid the difficult task of negotiating

the fee with the advisor with whom the investor has
developed a trusting relationship.

“

As long as the mutual funds share
their profit with my advisor, I do
not have any objection to it.

”

SCENARIO

SCENARIO

Your brother has come to you for advice on investment in
Mutual Funds for attainment of three of his financial goals;

Having put yourself in the shoes of an advisor while helping
your brother, among the following choose the statement you
agree with most:

1) Vacation in Europe in 18 months

2) Daughter’s marriage, which may happen in 10-12 years
3) Downpayment for a new house in 5 years

Among the following Mutual Fund products, choose the
investment option that you think will be MOST APPROPRIATE
for him to achieve his goals.

CONTINUE

An advisor should be adequately compensated for
constantly looking after the client’s portfolio

Advice given by advisors primarily benefits the advisors
themselves

Client wealth creation is the primary objective of an advisor
and transaction fee is secondary in the relationship

DONE

FIGURE 31: SCENARIO - ADVISING FAMILY
MEMBER ON INVESTMENT DECISIONS

FIGURE 32: SCENARIO - AFTER HAVING PLAYED
THE ROLE OF ADVISOR TO A FAMILY MEMBER,
HOW DO YOU FEEL?

In the Qualitative Study, we put the Investors in the

After going through this exercise the investors were

shoes of an advisor and asked them to recommend

able to better appreciate the role played by the advisor

financial goals (Figure 31).

compensation for the advisory services.

investment products to their close relative for specific

and around 78% of them were in favor of adequate

30%
Advisor should be adequately compensated
48%

Client wealth creation primary; transaction costs
secondary
22%

Advice is primarily for advisor›s own benefit
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STICKER SHOCK: COLD VS. HOT STATE
DIFFERENCES IN INVESTOR DECISION-MAKING

The aim of this exercise is to assess the behavior of

NAV option right next to the normal NAV option

direct and normal mutual fund options.

its March 2016 circular, the regulatory body, SEBI,

mutual fund investors after being exposed to both the

Many investors were unaware of the existence of
Direct NAV options. As a means to improve customer
awareness of this cheaper option, SEBI issued a

circular in March 2016 mandating that all mutual fund
manufacturers will be required to publish the direct

on the Consolidated Account Statement (CAS). In

sought to increase the salience of the direct NAV

option. By requiring side-by-side comparison of
both the original NAV option and the new direct

NAV option (which is cheaper) customers would
experience what is referred to as ‘sticker shock.’

SCENARIO
Please go through the following Mutual Fund
Statement:
Direct investment is economical, and it
allows you to invest directly online wihtout
consulting a distributor or advisor.

Advised investment is more expensive
than direct (Rs. 15.00 additional fee on an
investment of one lac in the example), but
the extra cost provides you with professional
advice while investing.

SCENARIO
Mutual Fund statements will now have
to show the savings of investing directly
without an advisor.

Invested
amount

Current Value
(with advisor)

` 1,10,000

` 1,20,750

THEN
NOW

Mutual Fund Statement (new)
Invested
amount

Current Value
(with advisor)

Direct Value
(without advisor)

` 1,10,000

` 1,20,750

` 1,23,250

Gross commission
paid to distributors
` 2,500

(per transaction)

Having understood the fee distribution, choose the
statement you agree with the most

FCL MUTUAL FUND
NAME

SCHEME

UNIT
BALANCE

NAV DATE

Sharma,
Sangeeta

FCL Mutual
Fund

10,000

01/11/2016

NAV

CURRENT
VALUE

DIRECT
NAV

15.00

1,50,000

15.15

DIRECT
CURRENT
VALUE
1,51,500

“Advice is a valuable factor for my
investment decisions, and I would seek
an advisor.”

Mutual Fund Statement (old)

“I would renegotiate the advisor fee.”

“I would henceforth refrain from choosing
to be advised and would rather opt for
investments by myself and invest directly.”

Invested
amount

Current Value
(with advisor)

` 1,10,000

` 1,20,750

THEN
NOW

Mutual Fund Statement (new)

Invested
amount

Current Value
(with advisor)

Direct Value
(without advisor)

` 1,10,000

` 1,20,750

` 1,23,250

FIGURE 33A (QUANT) & 33B (QUAL): SCENARIO: INTRODUCTION TO DIRECT NAV OPTION; ‘STICKER SHOCK’
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Mutual Fund Statement (old)

NEWS

DONE

Gross commission
paid to distributors
` 2,500

(per transaction)

In both our quantitative study and our immersive

In the

shock. In the quantitative study mutual fund

First, a news article displayed the message, “Mutual

qualitative research, we tested the effect of sticker
participants were presented with a CAS as it would

appear with both the direct and normal NAVs with

the accompanying text to help explain the differences
between the two.

Mutual fund investors were then asked if “compared
to statements they have received in the past, they

noticed a change.” Of the 159 mutual fund investors
who responded, 87 (55%) observed a change. Next,

the 87 who observed a change were asked if they
would now consider investing using the ‘direct’
NAV option. 61 respondents (70%) said they would

consider using the direct option. In total, 61 of the

qualitative study, we wanted to make the

different NAV options very obvious to the participants.

Fund statements will now have to show the savings
of investing directly without an advisor.” Then, a

CAS appeared showing only the normal NAV option,

and after a few moments the updated CAS appeared
below showing the normal and direct NAV options,
making it easy to contrast the two statements (Figure
33B). Both the news article and the orientation of the
CAS statements made the direct option as salient as

possible. In this immersive scenario, preferences to
invest direct dropped from roughly 70% in the “cold
state” of the quantitative study, to 20% in the “hot
state” of the qualitative study.

159 total respondents (38%) stated that they would

This bolsters our hypothesis that during times

the same first question to non-mutual fund investors,

environment induced by the qualitative game),

consider using the direct NAV option. We also posed

of uncertainty (immersive decision- making

of which 44% said they would also go direct.

investors have a natural tendency to fall back

In both cases, mutual fund and non-mutual fund

that when it comes to nuances and technicalities

investors, there is a tendency for approximately

related to mutual funds, an advisor knows best.

40% to invest using the direct NAV option.

on familiar mental models, which in this case is

KEY INSIGHTS &
RECOMMENDATIONS
When the customer evaluates the “sticker shock” in

the context of investment decision-making, they are
more likely to stick with his advisor.

Advisors whose skill set is valued by their investors
should be able to retain their customers.

Distributors need not panic when/ if customer
opts for the direct option; while experiencing the
inevitable difficulty in choosing mutual fund and

performing transactions the customer is likely to
return.
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BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE IN ACTION
PROSPECT THEORY LOSS AVERSION

Real-Life Example:

Final Mile Study-Related Example:

The cornerstone of behavioral economics, Prospect

Increase in the value of equity investments brings

As mentioned earlier, investors are aware that the

and Amos Tversky, for which the former received the

in the value results in a disproportionate amount of

but are unaware of the exact cost structure of this

Theory was developed in 1979 by Daniel Kahneman

Nobel Prize in economics. It proposed an alternative

to the traditional expected utility theory and proposed
that while making decisions under risk, people

overweigh the comfort of certainty, and experience
losses more intensely than equivalent gains. The latter
aspect of the model is well known as “loss aversion.”
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some utility or happiness, but an equivalent decline
stress and unhappiness to an investor.

advisor is getting compensated via their investments

compensation. But as per the present regulation, this

commission amount is quantified to a ‘x’ amount which
he had earlier assumed to be nil. This is a classic case

of ‘sticker shock’. So, the investor witnesses the raise
in advisor’s commission from zero to ‘x’ amount and
thereby experiences the negative effects described in
prospect theory, including aversion to loss.

GOOD DEAL

People are always looking for a good deal. If they are given one, they find it difficult to turn it down. Although economics states that acquisition
utility is the only and most important part of any “deal” or purchase, behavioral economics adds a second dimension, transaction utlity. In
pursuit of a “good deal”, people experience a higher transactional utility.21

When offered with a cheaper and high yielding avenue to invest such as penny stocks in the 1980s, people were attracted to them at an
emotional level and tended to ignore the long-term consequences of their investment.

Acquisition Utility

Real-Life Example:

Final Mile Study-Related Example::

Acquisition utility refers to the surplus remaining

As Richard Thaler explains in his book, Misbehaving, if

People search for a good deal, which means they look

is a utility windfall.

utlity. Mutual fund investors recognize the benefits of

after we measure the utility of the object gained

and then subtract the opportunity cost of what has

to be given up.21 Traditional economic theory states

If you are very thirsty, then a one-dollar bottle of water

for high “acquisition” utility and high “transaction”

investing in mutual funds (acquisition utlity). In our

study, participants expected the distributors advice

that acquisition utility is the only concern during a

component as free and a part of the transaction utlilty of

purchase.

their investment and were not willing to pay seperately

Transaction Utlity

Real-Life Example:

for the advice component. In our study, by disrupting

Transaction utility refers to the perceived quality of

Suppose you are at a sporting event and you buy a

cost structure resulted in considerable dissonance

between the price actually paid for the object and the

lunch, but it costs triple the price. The sandwich is fine

any deal (transaction). It is defined as the difference
price one would normally expect to pay, the reference
price.21

sandwich identical to the one you usually have at

but the deal might not seem fair. It produces negative

transaction utility, a “rip-off.” In contrast, if the price

is below the reference price, then transaction utility is
positive, a “bargain.”

21. Thaler, Richard H. Misbehaving the Making of Behavioral Economics. London: Penguin, 2016. Print.

their percieved transactional utility by explaining the

among the participants. Many participants either

completely rejected this explanation or they resolved
to confront their advisors. Embedded products are

easier for the investor to handle emotionally because
of the perception of high transaction utlity.
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NOT WILLING TO PAY SEPERATELY

Mutual fund investors who seek paid advice are
not willing to pay high fees for that advice, in spite
of their portfolio being at risk. There was one

particular scenario in which the participant was
informed of a potential auto loan bubble that was
about to burst in the near future, affording the

SCENARIO
BREAKING NEWS
The one trillion dollar global
consumer Auto Loan Bubble is
beginning to burst.

participant the opportunity to sell off their autoloan portfolio. During this particular scenario if a

participant did request advice, they were required to

BID FOR ADVICE
Now your entire auto
portfolio of Rs. 5 lac that
you invested previously
may be at risk!

SELL OF IMMEDIATELY

DO NOTHING

MORE INFO (free)

GET ADVICE (paid)

compete for the advice by bidding an amount, 0.5%

This news item is related to global financial markets, for
which you need advice from a CFA-holding auto sector
analyst. In order to purchase this advice, you need to place
a bid between 0.5% & 5% of your auto portfolio value. The
computer will also place a random bid. If your bid is higher
than that of the computer, you will win the advice (paid). If it
is lower, you will not recieve the advice.
0.5%
3%

1%

3.5%

1.5%
4%

2%

4.5%

2.5%
5%

DONE

to 5% in increments of 0.5, against a machine, which
would generate a random number within that range.

FIGURE 34: SCENARIO: GLOBAL AUTO LOAN BUBBLE & BIDDING FOR ADVICE

Only if the participant’s bid was higher than that of the

machine would the participant receive advice in this

It is interesting to note that the participants knew there was a chance that they would not win the advice. We

particular scenario.

hypothesized that this would encourage participants to in fact bid slightly higher than they normally would (and

that very well may be the case); However, of the 30 participants who bid, 19 of those bids were either 0.5%
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or 1%.

Willing to
pay (fee%)

Mutual fund
investors n=117

0.5

23%

1

40%

1.5

7%

2

7%

2.5

7%

3

10%

5

7%

TABLE 11: WHAT FEES TO ADVISORS ARE
INVESTORS MOST LIKELY TO PAY?

to bid up front for advice without any understanding of

Less than 25% of participants felt
comfortable paying more than 2% in
advisory fees, while 70% would pay
less than or equal to 1.5% in fees. This
reveals that a 2% advisory fee threshold
is considered steep by investors.
“search goods” and “experience goods”. A search

pay for advice. Even when forced to bid for advice, 63%

characteristics that can be easily evaluated before

were not willing to pay more than 1% as illustrated
above.

Additional reluctance to pay more for advice stems
from the fact that advice is considered a “credence
good,” defined as a type of good with qualities that
cannot be observed/valued by the consumer after
purchase/experience, making it difficult for the
consumer to assess its utility.
In economic terms, “credence goods” differ from

were asked to bid a fee percentage on advisory
services (see previous page), participants were asked

In a “hot” decision-making context in which the

investor’s portfolio is at risk the investor is reluctant to

advice. In this scenario in our study, when participants

good is a product or service with features and

purchase. An experience good is a product or service
with characteristics and features that are assessable,

the quality of that advice. The participants had no way

of judging the value of that particular advice on their
investment goals and hence the reluctance to pay for
advice separately.

KEY INSIGHTS &
RECOMMENDATIONS

but only after consumption or use. In the case of a

Financial advice is a “credence good”.

to ascertain even after consumption. Advisory services

It is difficult for investors to value credence goods

collect and analyze the information needed to evaluate

It is difficult for investors to agree up front to

value of that financial advice. This is especially true for

agree on a percentage fee up front even when the

credence good, its “utility” is difficult if not impossible
are inherently a credence good because the effort to
financial advice is significantly higher than the utility

an individual investor who has neither the cognitive

capacity nor the systems to quantify the value of

pay for credence goods (they find it difficult to
actual payments are amortized over the life of the
investments).
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BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE IN ACTION
AFFECTIVE VS COGNITIVE
TRUST
There are two main types of trust – cognitive

trust and affective trust. Cognitive trust is based
on the confidence you feel in another person’s

accomplishments, skills, and reliability and evolves

through business interactions: we work together;
you do your work well; you demonstrate that you
are reliable, pleasant, consistent, intelligent, and

transparent, and as a result, I trust you. Cognitive trust

is rooted in the “head”, whereas affective trust comes
from the heart. Affective trust arises from feelings
of emotional closeness, empathy, and friendship: we

laugh together, relax together, see each other on a
personal level, we each feel a sense of affection and

empathy for one another, and as a result I trust you.
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Real-Life Example:

Final Mile Study-Related Example:

Cognitive trust: I trust you because you have a PhD

The hallmark of a trusting relationship is the implicit

Affective Trust: I trust you because you and I grew

advisor is always looking out for the best interest of the

from a very prestigious university in your field of study.

up together and share many common experiences and
friends.

understanding between investor and advisor that the
client and the investor knows that he is compensating

the advisor in some capacity. The investor is not aware
of the finer points of the cost structure and actually
prefers to not be informed because the negotiation

of fees would spoil the affective trust that they have
established. In our ‘hot state’ study, when fees become
part of the equation participants were less willing to
pay for advice (63% not willing to pay for more than

1% of the capital as a separate fee even at the risk
of losing the capital) in spite of the fact that these

participants went out of their way to seek this advice
in the first place.

CHAPTER 6F
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UNAWARE OF OWN IGNORANCE

Yet, the fact that most mutual fund investors are
either not aware or do not recognize the value of
an advisor, does not mean that these investors are

INVESTOR
KNOWLEDGE
OF MUTUAL
FUNDS

making prudent investment decisions.
In both the quantitative study and the qualitative
research, we included investment scenarios that

SCENARIO

required participants to select a product that would

best achieve the desired outcome of the scenario over

a specified time period. We wanted to see if investors
were aware of the temporal (time horizon) suitability

of different products. In the quantitative study the
participants were presented with four distinct
scenarios, with four investment options:

For the following scenarios, what according to you is the most appropriate Mutual Fund product:
Overseas Vacation (after 2 years)
A | Multi-cap fund

B | Debt Mutual fund

C | Diversified equity fund
D | Balance fund

Daughter’s Wedding (after 10 years)
A | Multi-cap fund

B | Debt Mutual fund

C | Diversified equity fund
D | Balance fund

Child’s education (after 5 years)
A | Multi-cap fund

B | Debt Mutual fund

C | Diversified equity fund
D | Balance fund

Retirement (after 15 years)
A | Multi-cap fund

B | Debt Mutual fund

C | Diversified equity fund
D | Balance fund

FIGURE 35: SCENARIO MATCHING MUTUAL FUND PRODUCTS WITH SHORT AND LONG-TERM
FINANCIAL GOALS
The overwhelming product that was chosen in all of these goal-product matching questions was
“diversified equity fund” (refer to the next page).
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MOST
APPROPRIATE
MUTUAL
FUND
PRODUCT

18%
35%

25%

27%

39%

46%

23%

44%

19%
7%
28%

9%

8%
19%

29%

24%

MF
OVERSEAS VACATION
(AFTER 2 YEARS)

Balance Fund

CHILD’S EDUCATION
(AFTER 5 YEARS)

Debt MF

DAUGHTER’S WEDDING
(AFTER 10 YEARS)

Diversified Equity Fund

RETIREMENT
(AFTER 15 YEARS)

Multi-cap Fund

FIGURE 36: QUANTITATIVE RESPONSES TO MATCHING MUTUAL FUND PRODUCTS WITH SHORT AND LONGTERM FINANCIAL GOALS
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Mutual Fund Investors n=574

Similarly in the qualitative study the participants were
presented with three distinct scenarios:

SCENARIO

Your brother has come to you for advice on investment in
Mutual Funds for attainment of three of his financial goals;
1) Vacation in Europe in 18 months

2) Daughter’s marriage, which may happen in 10-12 years
3) Downpayment for a new house in 5 years

Among the following Mutual Fund products, choose
investment option that you think will be MOST APPROPRIATE
for him to achieve his goals.

CONTINUE

FIGURE 37: SCENARIO QUALITATIVE RESPONSES
TO MATCHING MUTUAL FUND PRODUCTS WITH
SHORT AND LONG-TERM FINANCIAL GOALS

Each of these scenarios were presented with six relevant product options, which were:

1 | Large cap mutual fund
2 | Small cap mutual fund

3 | Monthly Income Plan (MIP)
4 | Short term debt fund
5 | Gilt fund

6 | Recurring deposit

The product that was overwhelmingly chosen for all of these goal-product matching questions was “Large cap

mutual fund”:

Mutual Fund Investors n=574

Gilt Fund

OVERSEAS
VACATION
4%

DOWNPAYMENT
FOR NEW HOUSE
8%

DAUGHTER’S
WEDDING
7%

Large-cap Fund

29%

22%

43%

Recurring Deposit

16%

12%

14%

Monthly Income Plan (MIP)
Short-term Debt Fund
Small-cap Fund

14%
20%
17%

22%
16%
20%

12%
5%

20%

TABLE 12: QUALITATIVE RESPONSES TO MATCHING MUTUAL FUND PRODUCTS WITH
SHORT AND LONG-TERM FINANCIAL GOALS
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The results of these questions that asked participants

to match the appropriate product with the desired
goal illustrate four important points:

First, most mutual fund investors are not well

wealth creation.

Fourth, regardless of whether an investor is in a cold state or hot state, their knowledge deficit does not change.
Finally, when it comes to direct investors, there is a real danger of SELF MISSELLING that can lead to sub-

optimal returns with few avenues for redress.

informed.

Second, in the absence of sound knowledge or
advice, most investors are overconfident in their
abilities and are likely to anchor to products that

are more familiar or sound less risky. This anchoring
happens because when confronted with uncertainty,
it is easier for an investor to focus on a single salient

feature – the name of the product such as diversified
equity or large cap fund- rather than the financial

goal and its time horizon guiding their choice of
mutual funds.

Third, and perhaps the most important, mutual

fund investors have not explicitly defined their

relationship to their goals. Rather the excessive
focus on returns, as explained earlier, replaces
the process of achieving goals. Without the
help of an advisor, these investors are likely to
continue making uninformed financial decisions
that are only weakly contributing to their long term
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BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE IN ACTION
OVERCONFIDENCE BIAS

Final Mile Study-Related Example:

A person’s subjective confidence in his or her

In our study, IT professionals and those with high

accuracy of those judgments, especially when

poor investment decisions, especially when asked

judgments is reliably greater than the objective
confidence is relatively high.

quantitative abilities were more likely to make

to choose the most suitable products in order to
achieve different financial and personal goals. They
rarely sought advice, had a high propensity to go

direct, and were likely to self miss-sell because of
their overconfidence in their investment abilities.

KNOWLEDGE BY DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL

Ch | 6Fi.

Though knowledge of mutual fund products is poor among mutual fund investors, there is a noticeably
higher level of knowledge among those investors who use mutual fund distributors. Participants who
use distributors to support their investments scored highest on the four different “scenario-and-product”

matching questions in our quantitative study, as compared to mutual fund investors who used other distribution

channels. On average, participants who use a distributor in real-life scored 1.32 questions correct out of 4;
no other channel scored more than 0.9 correct answers. There seems to be better absorption of mutual fund

knowledge by investors using distributor, indicating a higher quality of interaction from an investor awareness
and knowledge perspective.

0.37

Bank

Friend/Family Member

ALL
0.57

0.61

Other

Personal advisor

0.86

0.90

AMC

MF Distributor

Respondents investing through MF distributors better matched
financial products to given scenarios, as compared to those
investing through banks or friends/family members.

0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

1.25

FIGURE 38: PRODUCT MATCHING SCORE (BY DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL)
N=462 (COMBINATION OF DIFFERENT SAMPLES)

1.32

1.50
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CHAPTER 6G

INTERPRETING MF RISK DISCLAIMER

Ch | 6Gi.

Mutual funds are an unfamiliar product category for a
majority of investors; unfamiliarity breeds uncertainty

RISK AND
INFORMATION
PROCESSING

and evokes feelings of risk. In our quantitative study,

participants were confronted with the mutual fund
risk disclaimer:

Mutual fund investments are subject to market risks.
Please read the offer document carefully before
investing. We asked participants to choose one of the
four options that best described their feelings about
investing in mutual funds.

Too risky to invest here

Non-MF Investor

MF Investor

Too much effort to
invest here

While investing, how to feel when you read/hear the
disclaimer “Mutual Fund investments are subject to
market risks. Please read the offer document carefully
before investing.”
A | I will feel comfortable investing after doing more research
B | I need some advice/guidance before investing
C | This is too much effort to invest
D | This is too risky to invest

FIGURE 39: SCENARIO INTERPRETING RISK
DISCLAIMER

ALL
Among the 1,107 participants, the most
popular response was, “I need some
advice/ guidance before investing,”
which was selected by 44%

Be comfortable only
after research

Advice/ Guidance
before investing
0%
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SCENARIO

15%

30%

45%

FIGURE 40: FEELINGS ABOUT RISK DISCLAIMER
N=1107 (% SHARE)

The second most popular response, “I will
feel comfortable investing after doing
more research,’ was selected by 36% of
respondents, carrying overtones of external
counsel.

As previously explained, during times of uncertainty

investors tend to fall back on familiar mental models.
In our study, the mental model that participants

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE IN ACTION

exhibited was:

When confronted with
unfamiliarity and uncertainty,
additional advice and
information can help overcome
the initial feeling of risk and
result in taking action by
investing.

COGNITIVE LOAD
Cognitive load refers to the total amount of mental effort being used in the working memory and can result in
impaired decision-making. Cognitive load theory developed from the study of problem solving by John Sweller
in the late 1980s. Sweller argued that instructional design can be used to reduce cognitive load in learners.

Real-Life Example:

A grocery store in Melno Park, California sets up a special display to sell jam. At certain times, the display had
six flavors to choose from. At other times, the display had 24 choices. Each person who came by the sample

booth was given a $1 coupon to purchase. The displays were up for a total of 10 hours. When there were 24

choices displayed, 4 out of the 145 passers by redeemed their coupons (2.75%), whereas when only 6 choices
were displayed, 31 of the 104 customers redeemed coupons (30%). This demonstrates an obvious increase
in cognitive load when signifiacntly more choices are present. When faced with a large amount of information
to sort through, consumers may not have an adequate amount of time or cognitive effort to complete the task.

However, when fewer options - and by extension less information - are present, more customers are able to
analyze the options and reach a decision.

Final Mile Study-Related Example:

We observed that the MF disclaimer triggered feelings of uncertainty in participants, which compelled them
to seek more information and advice. This feeling of uncertainty has the potential to lead to procrastination of
investing in mutual funds, especially in the context of more familiar and perceived safer alternatvies.
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Ch | 6Gii.

FINANCIAL BACKGROUND OF INVESTORS IS AN
ADVANTAGE, BUT QUANTITATIVE SKILLS ARE NOT
(NECESSARILY)

What is the Riskiest Asset among the given options ?
Responses from people from Financial and Non-Finacial Services Sector

A financial background moderates risk messaging.

People from Financial Services backgound were better

able to choose the riskiest asset class in comparison
to people from Non-Financial Services background.

69%

7%

9%
4%

16%

38%

15%

11%
25%

FIGURE 41: INVESTORS FROM FINANCIAL
SERVICES SECTOR
(N=296)
I don’t know

Large-cap Mutual Funds
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Large-cap stocks

6%

FIGURE 42: INVESTORS FROM NON-FINANCIAL
SERVICES SECTOR
(N=594)
Small or mid-cap Mutual Funds
Small or mid-cap stocks

90
80
70
60

79%

50

Those with high financial knowledge
are more likely to seek advice.
63%

40
20
10
0

Low

Average

High

FIGURE 43: PEOPLE LIKELY TO GO DIRECT: BY
FINANCIAL KNOWLEDGE
(N=87)

64% POOR

85%
80%

Information Technology

33%

30

Manufacturing and
engineering excluding IT

Financial Services

All other services (healthcare,
hospitality, education, etc.)

MF+E

78% HIGH
MF+E

50%
0%

20%

40%

FIGURE 44: PEOPLE LIKELY TO GO DIRECT:
BY EMPLOYMENT SECTOR
(N=87)

Never

38%

Often

6%

Rarely

30%

Sometimes

26%

57%

60%

80%

100%

FIGURE 45: PEOPLE LIKELY TO GO DIRECT: ABILITY (N=87)

TABLE 13: LIKELIHOOD THAT INVESTORS ARE
INFLUENCED BY EXPERTS (ON TELEVISION)

Those with high quantitative skills but low mutual fund
knowledge are less likely to seek advice and more susceptible
to self misselling.

In the quantitative study, 68% of the respondents said they are
never or rarely influenced by experts (on television):
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SCENARIO
NAV of a pharma mutual fund has risen from 7 to 18

33.3%

“Experts say the
NAV is expected
to rise to 22 in
the next 1 year”

INVEST

MORE INFO (free)

DON’T INVEST

GET ADVICE (paid)

Not Invested

66.6%

Invested

RESPONSE OF INVESTORS (N=117)

FIGURE 46: SCENARIO: LIKELIHOOD THAT NAV ACHIEVES EXPERT-PREDICTED NAV RISE
However, in our immersive exercise, after receiving a tip from an expert about the future trajectory of a pharma

mutual fund’s NAV, more than 65% of participants chose to invest without even considering the advice from an
advisor.

This demonstrates a gap between an investor’s intention, not to get influenced by random expert advice and
their actual failure to do so during an immersive exercise.
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BEHAVIORAL SEGMENTATION OF INDIAN INVESTORS:

PROPOSING THE INCOMERESPONSIBILITY PARADIGM
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BEHAVIORAL
SEGMENTATION
OF INDIAN
INVESTORS:

THE INCOME-RESPONSIBILITY PARADIGM
Low income
None to low dependents

Increased income
Increased dependents

High income
Low dependents

Low income, high wealth
None to low dependents

DEFICIT FRAME

MODERATE
DEFICIT FRAME

SURPLUS FRAME

MODERATE
SURPLUS FRAME

Our quantitative study and qualitative research have
led us to establish a model of investor behavior:

f(investor’s INCOME and the number of DEPENDENTS)

FIGURE 47: INCOME-RESPONSIBILITY PARADIGM

THE “INCOME-RESPONSIBILITY” PARADIGM
We found that an investor’s income and the number

We do caution, however, that these frames of mind are

that establish a frame of mind in the customer, (deficit

in determining a customer’s interest in and exposure

of dependents were two primary context conditions
frame or surplus frame); which dictates the relevance

of mutual funds to that customer. We also found a

correlational relationship between these frames of
mind - and subsequent MF relevance levels – with the
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age of the investor.

not exclusively tied to age but do offer a useful guide
to mutual funds. These frames of mind serve as a
lens through which the investor views the entire MF
landscape:

A MUTUAL FUND
INVESTORS
JOURNEY
Mutual funds are for the wealthy.
Familiar is safer.

“

I think FDs and PPFs are real peace
of mind…you know it’s a government
thing, you are not going to lose
money…no insecurity. (But) there will
be insecurity in mutual funds. We will
always be concerned, always checking
things.

”

Mutual funds are seen by the general public as a

The traditional investment progression of the average

product largely for the wealthy. When customers begin

Indian investor mirrors that of his parents or social

products. Familiarity breeds perceived lower levels of

pattern: (1) fixed deposit (2) gold (3) real estate,

their investment journey, they stick to more familiar
risk and an illusion of control and certainty such that

investors tend to ignore volatile asset classes such as
stocks and mutual funds.

reference group and generally follows a predictable

and (4) life insurance. These products are familiar,

and are perceived as having lower risk, and this risk
perception is reinforced by social norms.

CONTEXT IS DRIVEN BY TWO REFERENCE POINTS:
1. EARNING CAPACITY
The more one earns above his
requirements, the more that person will
see mutual funds as a relevant asset class
for investment.
This is in alignment with the
investor’s mental model that mutual
funds are for the wealthy.

2. RESPONSIBILITY & OBLIGATION
The change in the number of dependents,
triggers an increased perception of
responsibility - an inevitable obligation to provide for the investor’s now-larger
family.
Responsibility brings apprehensions
of a stable future to the forefront of
a person’s mind, serving as intrinsic
motivation to deliberate and engage
with mutual funds as an investment
alternative.
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At this stage in the journey, the investor is more
likely to continue investing in familiar asset
classes rather than explore new and unfamiliar
asset classes that are perceived as risky unless or
until he or she experiences a change in personal

In this light, the “nudge” to explore less familiar

Those who have a higher earning capacity and those

desire to optimize existing savings to cover additional

with mutual funds. Conversely those who have a lower

products such as stocks or mutual funds is rooted in a
family members. The relationship between mutual

context.”

fund investment and number of dependents is most

As with age, there are exceptions to this model. For

and “1 or more” dependents.

instance, in our study we observed that serendipitous

salient between the investors with “0” dependents

events - such as summer/ part time jobs;

The crux of this paradigm is that a change in

to engage with mutual funds at an earlier stage of the

relevance of mutual funds.

acquaintances; timely research - triggered an investor
investment journey than was typically seen among
study participants.
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personal context triggers different levels of

who have dependents will be more likely to engage

earning capacity or lower perceived familial obligation
will be less likely to invest in mutual funds. As we will

illustrate, these context conditions are closely related
to age but other variables could slot an investor of one
frame of mind into another frame of mind.

INVESTOR
CONTEXT
CONDITIONS
AND THEIR
RESPECTIVE
FRAMES OF MIND
1

DEFICIT FRAME

EARNING
CAPACITY

DEPENDENTS

High

High

Low

None/Low

2

MODERATE
DEFICIT FRAME

EARNING
CAPACITY

DEPENDENTS

High

High

Low

Low

Those with a higher income capacity and at least one
dependent are likely to view mutual funds as more
relevant than the previous group. These people are

in a “moderate deficit” frame of mind. They have
not reached the height of their earning capacity, but

are pushed towards mutual funds as a means to use
their current income to provide for a larger number
of dependents; they are beginning to explore mutual

funds but are still not wholly familiar with the product.

4

MODERATE
SURPLUS FRAME

EARNING
CAPACITY

3

SURPLUS FRAME

EARNING
CAPACITY

DEPENDENTS

High

High

Low

Low

Once a person reaches a high earning capacity, they have

entered a “surplus” frame of mind. Having explored
and satiated their interest in other asset classes, they

seek a new investment vehicle to generate long-term
wealth. It is at this point that the relevance of mutual

funds is highest during the customer’s investment
journey, especially in achieving long term financial
goals.

DEPENDENTS

High

High

Low

None/Low

Those who have a low earning capacity and no or

Finally, when a person reaches a stage in life, where earning capacity decreases or ceases. Additionally, number

rendering mutual funds irrelevant.

aim is to preserve the corpus for his lifetime and leave an inheritence to his dependents. His belief is that mutual

few dependents are in a ‘deficit’ frame of mind,

of dependents also decreases and accumulated a sizeable corpus which should last his lifetime. Hence, his main
funds lack relevance for him. Though, mutual funds have varied options which are still relevant to him.
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MUTUAL FUND
ENGAGEMENT
GAP- INCOME
RESPONSIBILITY
PARADIGM
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RECOMMENDATIONS &
IMPLICATIONS
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CHAPTER 8A

SUMMARY OF
RECOMMENDATIONS
1| POTENTIAL INVESTOR

In this section we will be summarize our recommendations corresponding to the different stages of the investor

journey. These recommendations serve to help industry stakeholders and (potential) investors to overcome
specific barriers encountered throughout the journey from being a potential investor to being a sophisticated,
well-informed and engaged mutual fund investor. A more complete explanation of the recommendations can be
found at the end of each section in the Results chapter.

Barrier: Deficit Mindset
1. For rural/ small investors (outside tax net): Make aadhaar-based KYC form

2. For rural/ small investors (outside tax net): Facilitate DBT transfer specified to mutual funds
3. Simplified KYC norms (accept only bank KYC)

4. Self-image aligned, long-term product (10 year close-ended children’s education fund)

2| POTENTIAL INVESTOR

Barrier: Equity as Unfamiliar Asset Class

1. Middle-class investors: Introduce sublimit for Equity Linked Savings Scheme (ELSS) in section 80C

2. Highlight tax savings (especially to younger investors) as well as capital gains tax-free status (for surplus
mindset individuals)

3. Expand and deepen distribution channel to increase awareness, access, visibility, and ultimately familiarity of
mutual fund products

4. One-on-one communication: customize IAPs by segment (income, age, demographics, financial background)
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3| NEW (OCCASIONAL)
INVESTOR

Barrier: Coping with High Cognitive Load.
1. Help investors articulate self image-oriented life-style goals (for example, child’s education; daughter’s
marriage, etc) – offer corresponding mutual fund products/ strategies instead of only focusing on recent
returns to choose products

2. Naming conventions of MF products should align with financial goals
3. Communicate advantages of non-equity MF products (debt funds)

4. In order to counter effects of hyperbolic discounting, communicate the advantage of sustained “above-average

returns over long-term” for wealth creation in favor of “high return, high volatility products’ in the shortterm.” Caution against past performance chasing.

4| UNADVISED
INVESTOR

Barrier: Bridging the Advice Gap
1. Clarify and promote the role of expert advice in wealth creation

2. Popularize the roadmap to access expert advice (For example: Website feature that publishes list and contact
information of AMFI registered advisors by pincode)

3. Demand-side: Drive engagement through IAPs by focusing more on non-equity, short-term products (FTP and
liquid fund) to appeal to deficit-minded investors

4. Supply-side: Design new remuneration model to make it more viable for distributors to service high effort,
low ticket size customers (esp. younger, less wealthy).

For example, pay higher brokerage for assets that are older and represent a small ticket-size to help align
distributor-customer
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5| ADVISED INVESTOR
(TRUSTING ADVISOR)

Barrier: Investor-Advisor Relationship
1. Cater to younger investors through customized product offerings and engagement models.

Pre-set portfolio for specific time horizon goals and allow customers to choose (building in elements of
commitment)

Customized engagement model with clearly defined levels of interaction with the advisor (i.e. classic
customer, gold customer)

2. Communication to this segment should focus more on the role of correct investment behavior towards mutual
funds for long-term wealth creation.

3. Leverage social proof by using testimonials to communicate the benefits of partnering with a good advisor on
a portfolio.

Moderates overconfidence

Limits unnecessary churning

6| ADVISED
INVESTOR (AWARE OF
COMPENSATION TO
ADVISOR)

Avoids unsuitable (but popular) products and strategies

Barrier: Willing to Compensate for Advice, but Unaware of Fee Structure
1. Investors prefer embedded fee model because it:

Avoids spoiling affective relationship by avoiding fee-negotiation

Aligns investor mental model (“as long as I am invested distributor is compensated”) with compensation timeline

2. Distribution community needs to

Develop alternative fee-models to align investor’s time horizon and returns with that of the distributors fee –
allow customers to choose their preferred model

Example model: Higher returns, higher the fees (fees commensurate with returns)

3. “Bundle the bad news”

First task of engagement is to negotiate fees and remove the investor’s psychological barrier that prevents fullfledged engagement

When advisors initiate fee discussion they should offer all models up front for customer to choose – this heightens
the sense of control given to investors, facilitates decision making and increases their commitment to adhere to
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that decision in the future.

7| EXPERIENCED
INVESTOR

Barrier: Temptation to Invest Direct
1. Customer mental model is that the transaction utility far outweighs the acquisition utility of mutual funds
when offered a cheaper alternative; they don’t understand the difficulty in choosing MF products.

2. Once customers understand the complexity/ effort involved in selecting appropriate mutual fund products for
their goals – on their own without help – they will revert to the distributor (their familiar option).

3. Distributors need not panic when/ if customer opts for the direct option; while experiencing the inevitable
difficulty in choosing mutual fund and performing transactions the customer is likely to return.

8| MATURE INVESTOR

Barrier: Unwilling to pay for advice separately
1. Leverage “effort heuristic” understand that for the investor it is difficult to judge the monetary value of advisory
services. This is because advice is a credence good, which is inherently challenging to quantify value even after
experiencing the service.

Effort heuristic: help customer understand all the effort involved in advisory services which will lead
customers to be more aware of the distributor’s quality offerings.

2. Convey and demonstrate complexity of advising by involving the customer during the process (ideally at least
one time, preferably at the beginning of the engagement process .

Showcase variables involved: customer goals, frameworks, calculations, time horizons, and philosophy
used by advisor in choosing products.

Showcase relationship between variables and products chosen.

Demonstrate your robust processes involved in fund selection and superior transaction processing.
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- Surplus mindset
- Familiarity
- Short Term Goal
(eg: Tax savings)

Tunneling
on returns

Trust: favorable view
of Advisor (affective
trust)

Embedded
fees

Awareness of own
limitations vs.
expertise

Effort
Heuristics

INVESTOR
TYPE

OVERCOMING
BARRIERS

INVESTOR JOURNEY: FROM NON-INVESTOR TO SOPHISTICATED FEE PAYING INVESTOR

BARRIERS

NON- TAX PAYERS

Engagement Gap
Income - Aspirations
Unfamiliarity/Loss Aversion

FIGURE 1: INVESTOR JOURNEY

NEW,
OCCASIONAL

Cognitive Overload

UNADVISED

Advice Gap

ADVISED
-TRUST

ADVISED
-EMBEDDED FEE

AWARE
-FEES
- COST STRCTURE

Willingness to
compensate for
Advice

Sticker Shock:
1. Maximizing
Transaction Utility
2. Direct investment

Credence Good:
Unwilling to
pay for advice
separately

DEFICIT

SOPHISTICATE
-PAYS FEES
SEPERATELY

SURPLUS
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CHAPTER 8B
Current regulations in the Indian mutual fund industry is in line with wider, global regulatory trends following

the 2008 financial crisis, which prompted regulatory agencies to seek new and innovative ways to protect
investors while also fostering industry growth. The global response has been focused on addressing information

THE INDIAN
MUTUAL FUND
INDUSTRY
AND GLOBAL
REGULATION

asymmetries between manufacturers and advisors with investors by inculcating a culture of transparency and

disclosure. Regulations aimed at improving transparency require financial institutions to expand their disclosure
practices and India has followed suit.

As stated, the March 18, 2016 Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) circular
reads:
To increase transparency of information to investors, it has been decided that:
1. Each CAS issued to the investors shall also provide the total purchase value/ cost of investment in each
scheme.

2. Further, the CAS issued for the half-year (September/ March) shall also provide:

The amount of actual commission paid by AMCs/Mutual Funds (MFs) to distributors (in absolute
terms) during the half-year period against the concerned investor’s total investments in each MF

scheme. The term “commission” here refers to all direct monetary payments and other payments
made in the form of gifts / rewards, trips, event sponsorships etc. by AMCs/MFs to distributors.

The scheme’s average Total Expense Ratio (in percentage terms) for the half-year period, of both
direct plan and regular plan, for each scheme where the concerned investor has invested in.16
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11. Difficulty assessing the value of
advice:
As the advisor-investor relationship
is often built on affective trust.
2. Unwillingness to pay for
transactions and advice
separately, and up front:
As the investors view advisors as
being entitled to provide them
with comprehensive service.

Global evidence has already begun to emerge, however,

that when regulatory agencies seek to increase

3. Avoiding the asset class
entirely due to cognitive
overload.

transparency by outright prohibiting embedded
products from the industry – thus forcing current

4. Proceeding to invest without
advice:

and potential investors to evaluate and negotiate the

terms (scope and fees) of their advisory services –

(i) sub-optimal investment allocation,
(ii) susceptible to irrational decisionmaking during market volatility
(iii) lack of regulatory protection or
recourse from self misselling.

many investors either withdraw from the market or
never enter.

Mere availability of information
does not guarantee informed
decision making.

As seen globally, this approach to transparency may

1. Number of advisors
contracts because they are
not able to meet new, more
stringent eligibility criteria
(reduced advisory options
for customers).
2. Increased costs to service
clients due increased
regulatory compliance
requirements.
3. Forced to renegotiate
terms with large number
of clients creates high
cognitive load for advisor.
4. Natural tendency to
reduce cognitive load
by gravitating towards
wealthier clients.

have unintended effects (see figure 49):

The ultimate consequence of these effects could have

NEW REGULATIONS

the potential to create an advisory gap. Though SEBI’s

approach towards embedded products has been more

nuanced (circular in March 2016) than that of other
regulators, there is concern that a similar advisory gap
might still emerge in the Indian context as well.

INVESTOR

ADVICE

GAP

ADVISOR

FIGURE 49: GLOBAL IMPACT OF REGULATORY TRANSPARENCY ON INVESTORS - THE ADVICE GAP
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In the global landscape the results have been two-fold:
1. Many investors did choose to invest directly
in capital markets without the support of an

2. Not all of investors who wished to retain their advisory services could afford to do so. As a response to
the fact that many investors moved to invest their money using the direct option instead of with the help

reveals that those unadvised households

of an advisor, advisory professionals had to increase their fees. Though some of the U/HNIs were able

are likely to accumulate fewer returns

to renegotiate amenable fees, many of the smaller investors could not afford the minimum fees or

investment amounts that the advisors were requesting. Consequently, those “smaller” investors

and are less likely to adhere to their long-

either dropped out of the capital market entirely, or they invested without the guidance of an

term investment strategies than advised

advisor, leading to the situation described in scenario “1” – fewer returns and less commitment to

advisor as intended. Unfortunately, the data

households.

long term goals.

These two scenarios each result in different dimensions of the “advice gap,” defined as the result of what happens

when customers are “orphaned by their advisors (scenario “2”) and/or unwilling to pay for advice (scenario
“1”). An advice gap would severely undercut the Government’s efforts to encourage Indians to self fund their

retirement corpus through long-term, capital market investment. On the surface, there seems to be an apparent
discord between the intention of the circular and a potential result or byproduct of that circular.

Consequently, mutual fund industry stakeholders are rightfully concerned that the customer’s shock of seeing a

cheaper, direct option presented next to a more expensive advisory option will drive customers to invest direct.

That in and of itself is not a problem, however, the comparison of the two options is currently a narrowly framed

proposition because it does not accurately evaluate the advantages, disadvantages, and long-term consequences
of direct and advised options.

This shock as previously mentioned is known as “sticker shock” and it could lead to a reflexive response to move
away from advisory services, which would disrupt carefully planned, long-term investment strategies.
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CHAPTER 8C

GLOBAL CASES

CANADA

UK

NETHERLANDS

AUSTRALIA
Considering abolishing embedded

Prohibited embedded fees and

‘Tied commissions’ to financial

Outlawed embedded fees on

fee. Official decision to be made.

raised minimum education

brokers were prohibited under the

investments.

standards of financial advisors.

new regime.

IMPACT: Econometric analysis of

IMPACT: Resulted in fewer financial

IMPACT: Banks began focusing their

IMPACT:

in the US and Canada illustrate strong

investors from entering the capital

and away from the average retail

larger investors their strategic focal

advised and un-advised households,
evidence that the ban of embedded
fees could harm the channel of savings
from households to the capital market
in Canada.

22

advisors’ and also prevents nonmarket, but also resulted in the

“orphanage” of many current investors
from their advisors.23

resources on upper-income investors
investor.

Low

and

middle-income

investors are less willing to pay upfront

fees for services as they are to pay for
embedded fees for financial advice.

24

Financial

advisory

firms

carved up the retail market and made
point.

retained

Consequently,
fewer

these

financial

firms

advisors.

Finally, in order to adequately cover
costs, advisory firms increased their
fixed fees to retail customers.25

22, 23, 24, 25. Pierre Lortie, “A Major Setback for Retirement Savings: Changing how Financial Advisors are Compensated Could Hurt Less-Than-Wealthy Investors Most,” The School of Public Policy,
University of Calgary, Volume 9, Issue 13, April 2016.
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Prior to the 2016 SEBI circular, many other countries

The regulatory reforms initiated in the UK, Australia,

the Netherlands, and the US, to name a few, adopted

underlying

around the globe - The United Kingdom, Australia,

mandatory disclosure rules. These rules require

financial advisors to “unbundle” their advisory fees
that were previously embedded in their clients’
individual investments. “Unbundling” refers to the

practice of separating distinct fees that were previously
packaged together. In this instance, investors using

advisory services were previously only informed of
their returns after the advisor fees were accounted for.

As a result of this regulation, investors using advisory
services will continue to see their returns, but they will

also see their returns had they not used an advisor and

the advisor fees (in absolute terms), which represents
the difference between the client’s returns with an
advisor and the client’s returns had they not used an
advisor and invested directly on their own.
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the Netherlands, and the US all share similar
logic:

banning

embedded

financial

advisory fees and requiring greater transparency of
fees will generate higher quality advice while also

making it easier for retail investors to discern the

most appropriate investments and services for their

financial goals. As a result of more people accessing
higher quality mutual fund advisory services, there will

be a “net improvement in overall returns to individual

investors.” Since it is still early to gauge the impact of

SEBI’s regulations (effective as of 1 October, 2016)
these global cases serve as models to help understand
the potential outcomes in the Indian context. Taken
together, these cases reveal investor and industry

behavior patterns that can help the Indian mutual
fund industry stakeholders prepare for the next
stage in the Indian Mutual Fund evolution.

UNITED
KINGDOM

fees would remove that obstruction, thus allowingcommercially viable only if it invested a minimum

£100,000, which of course made it more difficult for

new investors to enter the capital market.

average retail investors to access affordable, quality,

The implementation of this regulation, however, independent advice.

not only resulted in fewer previous non-investorsAs an example, “HSBC withdrew advice in its retail

from entering the capital market, but also resulted inbank for those less than £50,000 in investments or
the “orphanage” of many current investors from theirsavings with the bank…RBS closed its financial advice
In 2010 the United Kingdom drastically modified its
“advisor charging” system by:

prohibiting embedded fees by distributors and

raising the minimum education standards of
financial

advisors.

These regulations were formalized in the Retail
Distribution Review (RDR) that the Financial

Services Authority (FSA) issued in March 2010 and
implemented at the beginning of 2013.

AIM OF THIS REGULATION: One of the aims was

to increase the number of customers who “sought
quality, regulated professional advice” as a catalyst
towards

achieving

their

long-term,

retirement

savings. The belief was that costly advisory services
were obstructing potential investors from seeking
investment advice. Prohibiting embedded distribution

arm and Lloyds Banking Group announced that it

advisors.

would offer personal financial advice only to those

The result was that the financial advisory firmswith more than £100,000.” 27
diverted resources to only their wealthier retail and

High Net Worth Individual (HNI) clients at the expenseIt is worth noting that two contributing factors as to
of traditional retail investors. The number of peoplewhy accounts less than £100,000 were less viable
who actually receive advice in the UK is estimatedare the additional compliance costs of the regulation

to be very small. Nonetheless, the changes in theand the contraction in the number of financial

distribution landscape have reduced the number evenadvisors following the regulation’s passage (from
further. Fundscape estimates that roughly 10-13% of40,566 advisors at the end of 2011 to 31,132 at the

the UK population was advised prior to RDR and post-end of 2012). The costs of compliance had to be

RDR that percentage is smaller at around 7-10%. Incompensated for and the reduced supply of registered
terms of flows, this small percentage would accountadvisors meant higher demand and increased costs
for a considerable proportion of flows. The orphanagethat also needed to be covered. Ultimately, although
was the convergence of high cost of compliance andthe regulation intended on removing barriers to
the contraction in the number of advisors.26
The

regulation

fundamentally

altered

the

entry for potential retail investors, it changed the fee
structure of the industry and actually created even

feemore formidable barriers for these investors to access

structure for financial advice, making a retail accountquality advisor services quality.

26, 27. Pierre Lortie, “A Major Setback for Retirement Savings: Changing how Financial Advisors are Compensated Could Hurt Less-ThanWealthy Investors Most,” The School of Public Policy, University of Calgary, Volume 9, Issue 13, April 2016.
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AUSTRALIA

Similarly, Australia adopted the Future of Financial

Advice (FOFA) legislation, which, like the UK’s RDR,
outlawed embedded fees on investments.
The results mirror the UK experience.
Financial advisory firms carved up the retail market
and made larger investors their strategic focal point,
unable to devote their services to average retail

investors. Consequently, because advisory firm’s

attention was being diverted to HNI segment of their
former clientele, these firms retained fewer financial

advisors, again, reducing the pool of available advisory
services. Finally, in order to adequately cover costs,
advisory firms increased their fixed fees to retail

not make it commercially viable for advisory firms to
service average, retail client investors.

Furthermore, the evidence that prohibiting embedded

fees in the mutual fund industry actually reduces
the number of retail investors receiving advice in

that space was not lost on Australia’s life insurance

industry. Australia’s Financial System Inquiry (FSI)
sought to exempt life insurance products from the
ban on embedded fees. FSI observed that banning

embedded investment fees raised upfront service
fees that ultimately drove investors away from the

product and FSI did not want to obstruct life insurance
investment.

customers.

The report notes, “at this stage, the inquiry does

The FOFA regulation did not in fact increase the

consumers may not purchase life insurance if the

number of retail investors seeking and receiving

financial investment advice. Conversely, in the words of

John Brogden, chief executive of the Financial Services
Council of Australia, “there has been a concentration

and that concentration will only continue.”28 The

not recommend removing all commissions, as some

advice involves an upfront fee.”28 Clearly, the evidence
of prohibiting embedded products in Australia has not
been favorable, so much so that other industries are
too fearful to experiment with a similar fee model.

pool of investors receiving advice has shrunk – and
includes the wealthier investors – and that pool will
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continue to shrink because the FOFA regulation does

28. Pierre Lortie, “A Major Setback for Retirement Savings: Changing how Financial Advisors are Compensated Could Hurt Less-Than-Wealthy
Investors Most,” The School of Public Policy, University of Calgary, Volume 9, Issue 13, April 2016.

NETHERLANDS

The Netherlands underwent similar regulatory reforms as the UK and Australia, whereby “tied commissions” to

financial brokers were prohibited under the new regime. The Authority for the Financial Markets has decided to
wait until 2017 to conduct its review so the full impact of the regulation remains to be seen.

In the meantime, however, similar market patterns as to the financial advice industry in the UK and Australia
have emerged:

Banks began focusing their resources on upper-income investors and away from the average retail investor. Low

and middle-income investors are less willing to pay upfront fees for services as they are to pay for embedded
fees for financial advice.29

29. Pierre Lortie, “A Major Setback for Retirement Savings: Changing how Financial Advisors are Compensated Could Hurt Less-Than-Wealthy
Investors Most,” The School of Public Policy, University of Calgary, Volume 9, Issue 13, April 2016.
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CANADA

households, however, in the US and Canada illustrate

Lortie also cites a Canadian econometric study that

could harm the channel of savings and find that the

savings, in particular its effect over time.

strong evidence that the ban of embedded fees
prevailing practice of remunerating dealers and

Canada is included as a case study because it has
seriously considered abolishing embedded fees in
the mutual fund industry. An official decision has yet

to be made – and in fact has been delayed on two
occasions. A document produced by the Canadian
Securities Administrators (CSA), Next Steps in the CSA’s
Examination of Mutual Fund Fees, released on 29th,
June 2016, states that:

As of the writing of this paper, the CSA delayed plans

to consider a possible ban on embedded mutual fund

commissions, such as trailer fees. Although the CSA had
promised to publish a consultation paper proposing

reforms to the existing mutual fund fee structures
by the end of 2016, the paper won’t be released until

10th January 2017. It will then go out for an extended
comment period of 150 days.

Econometric analysis of advised and un-advised
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shows the impact that advice can have on household

their representatives for mutual fund sales through

“After four to six years, the advised households

paid by investment fund managers (embedded

accumulated by non-advised households; after 15

commissions, including sales and trailing commissions,
commissions) raises a number of investor protection

and market efficiency issues that suggest a need to

have accumulated 1.58 times the amount of wealth
years, the difference increased to 2.73 times.”

consider change. We believe there is considerable

The conclusion is evident: On an average, individual

fund managers and dealers/representatives with

amass more financial assets than do non-advised

scope for better aligning the interests of investment
those of the investors they serve.

Lortie cites a U.S. National Longitudinal Survey of

investors who retain the support of a financial advisor
investors with comparable age, income levels and
other socioeconomic characteristics.

Youth study that compared 2004 and 2008 data.

The study found that, after controlling for socioeconomic status, households that used a financial

advisor to calculate their retirement needs “saved

$233,617 more in retirement wealth than households
that did not have a plan” and “generated more than

50% percent greater savings than those who estimated
retirement needs on their own without the help of a
planner.” 30

30. Pierre Lortie, “A Major Setback for Retirement Savings: Changing how Financial Advisors are Compensated Could Hurt Less-Than-Wealthy
Investors Most,” The School of Public Policy, University of Calgary, Volume 9, Issue 13, April 2016.

CHAPTER 8D

DISCLOSURE

The primary aim of disclosure is to make critical

is also a nuisance and can be “affirmatively

thereby encouraging consumer autonomy during

possibly more important, information.”

information available to both consumers and sellers,

decision-making. Disclosure is important when the

counterproductive when it distracts from other,
32

consumer is less informed than the provider or when

Inattention to Missing Information: People usually

disclosure can be justified when the societal gains

information that is present, even if both are equally

there is a conflict of interest for the seller. Mandatory
from providing the information outweigh the societal

costs (opportunity cost and emotional cost). One

pay less attention to missing information than to
informative.

caveat is that when information is unverifiable,

Motivated Attention: People don’t always attend to

Similarly, disclosure of misaligned incentives could be

is a source of utility people don’t pay attention to

mandatory disclosure is likely to be ineffective.
harmful because people might overreact to the new

information, which will serve as a barrier to prudent

decision-making because it prevents them from
obtaining the advice they need.

The field of psychology offers explanations as to how
people interpret disclosure:

the information disclosed and since information
unpleasant information.

Social Pressure and Conflict Avoidance: Disclosure
that the advisor has a conflict of interest may

sometimes increase people’s tendency to comply

(They become “reluctant altruists” and experience
“insinuation anxiety”)33

“Bounded

There are measures that can be taken to make

consumers ignore them.” 31 Too much disclosure

simplification: “Complete, clear and accurate but also

Limited

attention

and

awareness:

attention renders many disclosures useless because

disclosure practices more effective. One measure is

31, 32, 33. Loewenstein, George, Cass R. Sunstein, and Russell Golman. “Disclosure: Psychology Changes Everything.” Annual Review of Economics (2014): 391-414. Print.
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comprehended by the consumer” e.g.: The Credit Card

fund’s fees and expenses had only a small effect on

Act disclosure. A second measure to make disclosure

most subjects failed to minimize fees. The authors

Accountability Responsibility and Disclosure (CARD)
more successful is standardized and comparative
information. People are able to make coherent and

rational decisions when they can compare and assess
trade-offs.

Standardized

information

facilitates

comparison but if the information is presented in
a way that does not allow comparison, it may not

be meaningful to the consumer e.g.: dollar cost

information is more useful than information presented
in percentage form.

With respect to mutual funds, Choi et al (2010)34
carried out an experiment, Why Does the Law of One

Price Fail? An Experiment on Index Mutual Funds, in

which subjects allocated $10,000 across four S&P 500
index funds and are rewarded for their portfolio’s
subsequent return. This experiment found that even

portfolio allocation decisions. Even with information,
write: “We reject the hypothesis that subjects buy

high-fee index funds because of bundled non-portfolio

services. Search costs for fees matter, but even when

we eliminate these costs, fees are not minimized.
Instead, subjects place high weight on annualized

returns since inception. Fees paid decrease with

financial literacy. Interestingly, subjects who choose
high-fee funds sense they are making a mistake.”

35

As Sunstein, Lowenstien, and Golman demonstrate,
these findings suggest that making disclosure simple

and accessible may still not be enough to provide
consumers “who lack the tools to process that

information,” because that information is usually too
abstruse for the common man to digest.

36

simplified, comparative information summarizing the
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34, 35, 36. Loewenstein, George, Cass R. Sunstein, and Russell Golman. “Disclosure: Psychology Changes Everything.” Annual Review of
Economics (2014): 391-414. Print.
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CHAPTER 9A

NEED FOR EVIDENCE-BASED, BEHAVIORAL
STUDIES FOR POLICY-MAKING
In our discussion on behavioral science, we discussed
the difference between how ordinary people behave

two very important features: frequent practice, and

Though economists and policy-makers are aware

true for activities that we do often and on a regular basis

and how rational, economic optimizers behave.
of their divergent behaviors, it was assumed that

economic incentives (high stakes) would push people

to either act “as if” they were experts, or, at the very
least, push people to consult an expert. Research and

empirical evidence, however, demonstrates that the

presence of economic incentives (or high stakes) –
whether applied to small, regular purchases or bigger,

infrequent purchases – does not in fact drive people to
do what is required in order to make the economically
optimal choice.

A second assumption that economists and policymakers made was that given opportunities to learn
from past mistakes, people would eventually be able
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Learning, however, as discussed by Thaler,37 requires

to know and choose the economically optimal option.

immediate feedback. This assumption certainly holds
such as buying groceries or choosing our lunches. For
decisions that people make less frequently, “choosing

a home, a mortgage, or a job, we don’t get much

practice or opportunities to learn. And when it comes

to saving for retirement, barring reincarnation we do
that exactly once.” Because learning takes practice, we
are more likely to get things right at small stakes than

at large stakes…If learning is crucial then as the stakes
go up decision-making quality is likely to go down.”

This sentiment clearly highlights the risk of pushing

investors into direct plans when they are not prepared
with the requisite skills and experience to invest on
their own and are unable or unwilling to access an

expert (advisor) who could provide much needed

37. Thaler, Richard H. Misbehaving the Making of Behavioral Economics. London: Penguin, 2016. Print.

guidance. Data from our study also reveals that a large

(SBST). Currently, other countries around the world

an advisor can support their investments. Retirement

joined the movement to weave these findings into

percentage of investors do not even understand how
saving is a “once-in-a-lifetime” activity that has

considerably far reaching consequences. Though

retirement savings can take place over a long period
of time, market and personal conditions are always

changing and it is difficult for investors to receive
immediate feedback from their decision.

This investor behavior study confirms much of what

we already know: people have difficulty analyzing
and

synthesizing

information,

are

vulnerable

have recognized the strength in this field and have
the construction of public policy. The mutual fund
industry remains critical for retirement savings and

long-term economic growth, which is why we would

like to recommend that the Government of India
follow suit and establish their own behavioral insights

team to investigate policy challenges from this unique

lens. SEBI has a unique opportunity to lead this charge

in India of evidence and behavioral-based research in
policymaking.

to biases and heuristics that lead to predictably
suboptimal decision-making, overestimate their own

expertise, and ultimately behave irrationally (albeit in
predictable ways).

Because people are humans and not experts or
economists, they make predictable errors. If we can

anticipate those errors, we can devise policies that

will reduce the error rate. In 2010 the government
of the United Kingdom formed a Behavioral Insights

Team(BIT). Shortly thereafter former US President
Barack Obama also established a behavioral insights
team called the Social and Behavioral Sciences Team
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ADDITIONAL STUDY RESULTS
IMPORTANCE OF
DIFFERENT FUND
FEATURES

RATED ON A SCALE OF 1 TO 5: (N=574; THOSE WHO RATED 4 AND 5)
Reputation of fund manager/
company

66%

Reputation of the fund manager or company was

Investment style

investment style (conservative vs. aggressive, for

Past performance

64%

Sector of Fund

58%
50%

NAV

CONCERN OF DIFFERENT
MARKET EVENTS ON
PORTFOLIO

(N=1107; THOSE WHO RATED 4 AND 5)
Not meeting financial/
retirement goals
Losing all equity value

Unable to sell before downturn
Unable to withdraw deposits
before bank failure
(n=262, non -investor)
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37%

56%
55%
43%
46%

rated as the most important for investors, as was
instance). Fund technicalities such as sectors and
NAV were not rated as highly.

Participants allowed to choose multiple choices; total
does not add to 100%
Investors were not as concerned about being
unable to withdraw their deposits in the event
of a bank failure, which is an incident whose
probability they discount. Their concern about
losing equity value in a downturn is natural and
understandable. Their biggest concern, however,
is at a macro level - being unable to save enough
for their retirement. Inflation data over previous
decades has shown that savings and deposits
have created retirement lump sums that are more
modest than expected.

TAX: IMPORTANCE OF
POST-TAX RETURNS
IMPORTANCE OF RETURNS
(1 YEAR) AFTER TAX
(N=574; THOSE WHO RATED 4 AND 5)
1 (Least Important)

7%

3

19%

2

4

5 (Most Important)

7%

20%
46%

INVESTMENT OPTIONS AFTER POSING
MF RETURNS AS TAXABLE
(N=117)
Bank FD

9%

Equity (Shares)

8%

Debt MF

Equity MF
Gold

House
Land

Tax free bonds

5%

44%
5%
9%

15%
6%

Both quantitative and qualitative studies show that about 66% and 51% of the investors respectively
consider tax exemption as one of the important factors while considering investing in Mutual Funds.
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IMPORTANCE OF
DIFFERENT MF BENEFITS

(N=574; THOSE WHO RATED 4 AND 5)

Similar to the first observation of this section

Professional Fund Management

as the most important expectation from

Low maintenance from investor

Liquidity during volatile
markets

FREQUENCY OF
PORTFOLIO MONITORING

(N=1107)

2 or 3 times a year
Daily

Monthly

More than once a day

More than once a week
Never

Weekly
Yearly
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60%
76%

(“Importance of Different Fund Features”),
professional fund management was declared
investors.

62%

41% of investors check their investments with
17%
13%
28%
4%
9%
6%

15%
8%

a frequency much higher than considered
reasonable (once a week or more) by leading
investors and fund managers: Weekly (15%),
More than once a week (9%), Daily (13%),
More than once a day (4%). This high level of
interaction with their portfolio makes them
more susceptible to emotional investment
decision-making, which is detrimental to longterm wealth creation.

INVESTORS’ PREFERRED
MODE OF ENGAGEMENT
WITH ADVISORS

RATED ON A SCALE OF 1 TO 5
(N=1107; THOSE WHO RATED 4 AND 5)
In person meeting
Messaging/email
Video chat
Phone

MEDIUM OF MOST
RECENT INVESTMENT

(N=574)

Any other

Asset management company
(AMC)

63%
53%
28%

Investors

primarily

favour

face-to-face

interactions with advisor - a sentiment that was
also reflected through our qualitative research.
Few investor respondents preferred interacting
with investors via text or email. This finding has
huge implications for the distribution industry
both in terms of bandwidth as well as cost.

47%

This is largely a reflection of our sample size
8%

- with people making investments using a
variety of means - AMCs and online portals,

11%

bank platforms, personal and general advisors

Bank platform

9%

friends).

Mutual Fund distributor

37%

Family member or friend

Personal financial advisor

and distributors (as well as family and

10%

24%
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SEBI “INVESTOR SURVEY 2015’ ADDENDUM
At the time that this FIFA investor study began there

Final Mile study was more focused on Mutual Fund

the number of demat accounts and tax payers in each

investor behavior and preferences. In this context,

Final Mile undertook a comprehensive quantitative

II. Methodology:

III. Results and Insights:

preferences. These findings served as the foundation

Confidence level, confidence interval, sampling
numbers:

Apart from newspapers, distributors and known

was no recent baseline understanding of Indian

study to establish the baseline behavior and

of our study, on which we incorporated our insights

investments.

from our qualitative study.

The SEBI paper involved 50,000 households for its

Shortly before finalizing this paper containing our

study had a sample size of 1,107. Keeping in mind

results, insights, and frameworks, SEBI released its
Investor Survey 2015. The SEBI study contains many

relevant data points. There were many instances of

congruence between our findings and SEBI’s findings.
In other areas we found results that complemented
our own.

I. Purpose:
The objectives of the SEBI study were reasonably
broad with regards to studying investor behavior.

The study covered an overview of regulatory aspects,

whereas the Final Mile study focused solely on recent

changes in NAV disclosures. Moreover, all asset classes
were considered equally in the SEBI study, while the
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state.

acquaintances are the main sources of information for
Mutual Funds.

main quantitative questionnaire, while the Final Mile

This is similar to the findings in the Final Mile study -

the sample size of 37.5 million, the difference in

for investors. Also like the results seen in the Final

sample sizes does not make a measurable impact on

the confidence level and confidence interval for the

research. Final Mile’s study was also far more focussed
on urban and semi-urban markets as compared to the

financial distributors, friends and relatives rate highly

Mile study, bank deposits and life insurance products
are the preferred modes of capital formation in the
SEBI paper.

SEBI paper.

When asked why households refrained from investing

SEBI’s weighted sampling methodology is in line with

responded with inadequate returns and safety of

Final Mile’s. They also over-weighed households that

were more likely to have investors, such as urban

households. They also focused on states such as

Maharashtra, Gujarat and Karnataka, and regions

like Delhi that have a higher number of investors.
Final Mile finalized on these regions by considering

in Mutual Funds in the SEBI study, respondents
their investments. Our study bifurcated this question

between respondents who had never invested in
Mutual Funds in the past, and those who had. Thus,
non-investors also chose technical difficulties of
understanding Mutual Funds, as well as volatility,

as impediments for investing. Participants who had

already invested in Mutual Funds were solely focused
on returns.

Like the SEBI study, investors chose financial

intermediaries for the quality of their services and
their financial knowledge. SEBI’s section on Mutual

Funds also showed that SEBI was the most popular

choice for investors to report their grievances with
regards to Mutual Funds. Over the course of our study,
we also found that investors recognize SEBIs role as

the regulator body in charge of mutual funds, and

these investors are also comforted by SEBI’s presence
in the case of grievances.

Lastly, the short holding duration of Mutual Funds
by investors was reflected in both studies - with a

majority of investors holding the asset classes for less
than a year.
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ABOUT FINAL MILE CONSULTING

Final Mile Consulting is involved in Behavioral Change. Final Mile’s unique approach helps tackle tough behavioral

challenges specifically where there exists an Intent-Action gap and where traditional approaches to changing

behavior offer suboptimal outcomes. In the past ten years Final Mile has developed solutions to improve road
safety, improve adherence to medication, reduce accidents due to trespassing of rail tracks, increase usage of
toilets, reduce littering, mitigate girl trafficking etc. Final Mile has worked on projects in USA, UK, France, Zambia,
Zimbabwe and India

ABOUT FOUNDATION OF INDEPENDENT FINANCIAL ADVISORS (FIFA)

Independent Financial Advisors have provided yeoman service to the Indian investors. The Securities and

Exchange Board of India has been periodically bringing in regulations to regulate this industry in order to
promote and protect the interest of the Indian Investors. In consonance with the intent of SEBI, as an Industry

the IFAs need to rise to the occasion and come together on a common platform to proactively interact with the
policy makers and to educate and empower the members to render proper service to the ever growing investor
class in India. Foundation of Independent Financial Advisors has been incorporated as a Non-Profit Organisation

under Section 25 of the Companies Act, 1956. The foundation has received its Certificate of Incorporation on

15th February 2012.
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